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THE EMPEROR ZHENG AND THE GOLDEN
 BOUGH

The Leather Lecture delivered at
 Repton School at

11.30 a.m. Wednesday 27th April 
1988 by the Rt Hon.

J. Enoch Powell, MBE.

An exhibition in London earlier 
this year afforded the opportuni

ty

to contemplate one of the most r
emarkable archaeological events 

of

the century. There had been brought to light 
the preparations which

were made for his interment by t
he Emperor Zheng after he had co

m-

pleted in 221 BC the subjugation
 of the Chinese kingdoms and th

eir

unification into a single empire
. In underground chambers, cunningl

y

protected against atmospheric an
d climatic hazards, he caused to

 be

arrayed whole regiments fasioned
 in terracotta of infantry, cava

lry

and chariots drawn up in war for
mation behind their officers. The

accuracy of the reproduction was
 astounding. Moreover each figure

is a literally unique human indi
vidual. Upwards of seven thousand

five hundred such figures have b
een brought to light already, an

d

the end of the discoveries is no
t yet in view.

Even the few selected examples w
hich Londoners were recently

able to contemplate left a profo
und impression upon the mind and

the emotions. The phenomenon confronts us with
 a searching and

inescapable question.

What exactly did Emperor Zheng t
hink he would achieve with

these gigantic preparations? Having throughout his life been

interested in finding elixirs wh
ich could confer immortality, it

would not perhaps have been beyo
nd his imagination that he might

somehow, if his own body were ad
equately embalmed, come to life

again and defend once more, like
 some King Arthur, the great

empire he had created. But the terracotta soldiers? The terra-

cotta horses? Is it seriously conceivable, how
ever accurately

and individually they were fashi
oned, that he could have suppose

d

that they would one day turn int
o f,lesh, blood and sinews and

swarm out of the subterranean caverns 
to sweep before him upon

his enemies? One's natural response is that Zheng was far t
oo

astute, too intPlligent, too obs
ervant, to believe any such absu

rdity.
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We might have felt disinc
lined to Eive a similar b

enefit of

the doubt to our own preh
istoric ancestors, of who

m the more

eminent often ensured tha
t they were laid to rest 

with their

weapons handy, should the
y start up again and find

 that they wanted

them. But the scale and nature 
of Zheng's stupendous pro

visions 

seem to forbid such a hyp
othesis. So what was he doing?

When European exploration
 and observation in the 1

9th century,

especially in Africa, in 
South America and in the 

Pacific, had

accumulated vast evidence
 of the practices of prim

itive peoples

(as they were called), it
 was observed that, appar

ently spontaneously

and without mutual borrow
ing or imitation, many of

 those practices

showed unmistakable simil
arity in principle, wherev

er in the world

they occurred. There must surely lie beh
ind them some common huma

n

propensity.

The new science of anthro
pology which classified t

hem accounted

for them as magical: they were actions and cer
emonies designed to

influence events which af
fect human welfare - the 

growth of crops,

the supply and accessibil
ity of game, even the rec

urrence of the

seasons with their blessi
ngs of rain or sunshine. 

The method by

which events were to be i
nfluenced appeared to be 

a sort of imitation:

the magic was "sympatheti
c", based upon the assump

tion - the fallacious

assumption - that like ca
uses like and that a symp

athy can be estab-

lished between human acti
ons and external events. 

Sir James Frazer,

an immensely influential 
exponent of the theory - 

I still recall

with emotion the shatteri
ng impact which his book 

The Golden Bough

made upon the mind and im
agination of a Birmingham

 schoolboy in the

1920's - expressed the th
eory graphically when he 

imagineb the

Australian aboriginal who
 had lit a fire in his ca

ve to ensure the

sunrise addressing to a s
ceptic the challenge: "What car be clearer 

than that, when I light m
y tuppenny candle here on

 earth, then the

sun kindles his great lum
inary in 'he heavens?"

The trouble is that rot e
ven the most primitive hu

man being
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imaginable could have p
ersisted ir believing s

omething so contrary

to observation ard expe
rience. Primtive man could not have been

 so

stupid. The hypothesis is unten
able. '::hat then was he doing?

If the belated bushman 
who loCiled a clod in th

e Cork of a tree could

not suppose that it wou
ld sustain cn nlan the 

fast sinking orh of the

sun, what was he about?
 It is the question of the Emperor

 Zheng all

over again.

That such actions were 
imitative is clebe enough. Perhaps a more

accurate word would be to call them mi:r.etic. We  are in the Irf-zence

of something which we r
ecognize am akin to art

. Mar is miming the

outF,icie world; and though Le does not 
thereby alter the outsi

de

world, he obeys a human
 craving, an i.mperativ

e which is part of him,

and he enjoys the resul
tant satisfaction. The dawn appears, the b

irds

sing: tney do not cause the d
re,in to but the r respone when

it comes is to sing:
their matins are ar avian accompanim

ent of the 

occurrence.

Apparently inseparable 
from huma.rity, and conn

ected perhaps t;ith

man's individu,,i1 Le1.1-corr,
ciouf-.rs anc air power of though

t,

reflection, speech and 
memory, preoccupation with death arc

survival  - in f7hort, with dr:crtlitp. The 6esire to defeat 

mortality and secure su
rvival demand:1 to be satisfied, and si

nce it

cannot be satisfied literally and p.lysically, mankind everywhere

invokes the resources o
f imaciration, of ipi_t

ation, of make-believe

'and ef ritual behaviour
.

t most stagerirg acnie,ements

in every ornnch of cr ati
 tc that 

imperative.

Amonc:, the practices whi
cn anthropology has rec

orded and

classifded Gecerring 7cciart2y .7.cntouf.-dy, there is an ewaca-

sive Lroup wLich is concc'rrict vi 11 ch 
c(,rit'ri ;Ind jec:-..y

prey by cuttir off Life :.r(: 
LeforP ta

underi.o decline 
:,,F,t;hc,,; or  la 

the sv,ronent L7uordianstlip of a sacred grove where  c'rew the tree
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with the Lold r n,ouLh which gave Erzer's :7reat work its title:

The Golden !3oun. The sir cf kemi was the slayer of the previous

priest, and he was one of a great host of comparable 
beinEs all round

the world. To preserve the kingship thc king must die. To ensure

that this year's crop will be succeeded by next year'
s, the sore in

the last corn-stook must be 'hunted and cut down. Expressed in

rational, mechanical terms the proposition is erroneo
us and illogical,

as erroneous and illogical as the theory attributed t
o sympathetic

magic, of which indeec it is a kind of offshoot. It is just as

great a mistake to treat it therefce as mere intellectual aberration,

a blind alley into which primitive man blundered. It is a human way

of responding to a human quest: rationali,ty and irrationality are 

irrelevant categories.

There is apparently no evidence or any contact betwee
n Zheng's

Chinese empire and contemorarj ci-iliztions further west, in Ind.ia

or westward of India. 7,heng r:id not learnt or imitated anythin from 

them, nor they from him. It hap.ens nnever that ir those exact

years curing which the Emperor was, creating his terra
cotta army

a remarkable event was occurrinr in the eastern corne
r of the

editerranean. oeen deported from their 

homeland in Palestine ard returneO thither again with
 equally

arbitrary ard despotic force had thitherto responced 
to the human

quest for survival and immortality in terms of the co
mmunity, of

the race. Their sacred books recorded how the creator of the un
iverse

had himself contracted ',;ith tans presuec common patriarch, one

Abraham by name, tnat nio ccc: h cui b "-ultiplied as the stars or 

the heaven mc as the sara ah: ca in uon tre seosnore". The in-i idual

was ro more than one of those aroma of nand, and to be such wa,

his immortality. It is the bleak predicament which, in their

different ',:ays, the auth ,f of  Jo- InSiOstes etchec so

poiE
orounc Lre er,c ithir,
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decades of the writing of Ecclesiastes this had become insufficient

and unsatisfactory. The full explanatior of the change we shall

probably never know; but it can hardly have been unconnected with

that deep impregnation with Greek lanuai7e and thouht which occurred

in Palestine as a result of dealinT,:s w:th the Greek successor state

that had its capital at Antioch and 15 not wholly unrecognizable as

the ancestor of the modern state of Syria. The clash and confluence

of two such contrasting thought-worlds as those of Greece and Palestine

was explosive and creative: the individual and his immortality

emerged from it. The omnipotent sovereinty of the ,,cpci of Israel

was to be asserted on earth and wronp. put right: Before ,us

judgement seat would be summoned not only the quick, those alive at

the time. The dead also would be raised. There would, in short,

be a "general resurrection", which l'-:artha took for granted when she

said to Jesus of her brother Lazarus: "I know that he shall rise 

again in the resurrection at the last ay".

Once that point had been reached, there was no stopping. General

resurrection was replete with practical difficulties, which would be

resolved only when the future kingdom was returned back from earth

to heaven again. 'but that was not all. The problem of the conditions

for admission to that kin;:.Com (Crlich Was equivalent to immortal life)

or exclusion from it (which was final death) had to be solved. What

happened was that in the crucible of the two centuries on either side

of the beginning of our era a further fusion of nuclear proportions

took place. As a scientist, japJes Franca ,  rirself a Christian

believer, could not ,ore the obvious Ainsr.sp of the crucifixion

and resurrection with the an attachment tc killin 

(and incidentally frequently eating) the king in order to procure

immortality for nis people. Frazer stood appallee before the implica-
the of sympathetic

tions , if what he interpreted as/illo);lcal and primitive reasoninLi

was enacted as recorded history at a place and time in the ancient

world.
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Not because we are wiser or better than Frazer but because

of the hundred years which have elapsed between The Golden BouL
-h  

and ourselves we have walked out from underneath the puzzle by

which its author was tormented. For t:.cp millennia a considerable

portion of mankind has been at work - intense, intellectual,

imaginative, creative work - upon the material produced by that

complex evolution of thought, no lom-Ter accessible to our preci
se

inspection, that took place in Palestine in the last century 13
C

and the first century AD. lt has enabled us to satisfy with a

wider sweep of comprehension the instinctual human needs which

were known equally to our own remote forefathers and - across a

great gulf of time and culture - to the Chinese Emperor Zheng.

We share with him a common compulsion. Events beyond his imagination

and larEely beyond our own have riven tu us a different and for
 us

a more satisfactory way of coping wit it.

•
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Address by the Rt Hon. J. Enoch Powell, MBE, to the

Annual Dinner of the Birmingham Branch of the Royal

Society of St George at the Chamber of Commerce Club,

Edgbaston, Birmingham, at 8 p.m., Friday, 22nd April,
1988.

This is a day and an occasion when there is no excuse for

the klock-modesty and self-depreciation which are amor.g th
e less

admirable habits of the English. I mean to eschew them. "English"

is an adjective which denotes a language. 6English is an adjec-

tive which denotes the inhabitants of a country. "EnLlish" is an

adjective which denotes a particular people or, not to be
 mealy-

mouthed, a particular race. We have no real doubt what we mean

by those statements. Others may speak and read English - more or

less - but it is our language not theirs. It was made in England

by the English and it remains our distinctive property, h
owever

widely it is learnt or used. England is the country of the English.

We know its bounds; we know when we enter it and when we leave it,

and it means something real to us when we say of it, "Thi
s is my

own, my native land". That England is the stage on which the drama

of English history was played and the setting within whic
h the

English became conscious of themselves as a people.

The process of becoming English took place through time.

There was a period when no such thing as "the English peo
ple" yet

existed. That does not invalidate the end result of the process

nor authorize the absurd illogicality of those who say that

because the English people grew out of the -s.e.1.14as.aio
Us and often

warring kingdoms of Dark Age England, therefore the natio
ns of

Western Europe need only be thrown together into a crucib
le for

the same witchcraft of the years to create a new common i
dentity

out of them.

In years gone by a great deal of nonsense used to be talk
ed

and believed about "the English race". We have Erown shy of the

subject because so much more and worse nonsense was talke
d and

believed in Germany-about "the Aryan race". Our embarrassment is
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understandable; but more is lost than is gained if embarrassment

makes us blind to an essential fact about the Eaglish people.

True,

No one knows

Through what wild centuries

Roves back the rose,

and we shall never disentangle, identify and measure the various

sources which, since neolithic times or earlier, have contributed

to the gene pool of the English people. Whatever they were, the

English people recognized one another and identified themselves

with one another long enough ago for us to be sure that the history

plays of Shakespeare struck the same emotional chords in their

first audiences as they strike in us today. Those lines were

addressed to people who knew they were "English'' and not anything

else, and Englishness went far deeper and wider than the 

effects of common government and common policy. It has been well

rkpmarked that societies depend for existence upon the mutual recog-

nitiop oftheir members, because triat implies a shared introspection.

 

. '

 

( L,L i.,  

° He thinks as I do, he wants what I want, because I recognize that

he also is an EnElishman".

There is a singular happiness of the English which we may

well record with gratitude in 1988, the three hundredth year

since a revolution was not made but avoided because in 1688

Englishmen recoEnized that they were all of one mind. TAt singular

happiness of the English is their Eift of beinr; governed with their

consent. The essential ingredient of that consent is the implicit

assumption of a common identity which overrides differences of

mere opinion, the blood - if the word be not taken too literally -

that is proverbially thicker than water. It is a fact about the

English which cannot be defied with impunity. That alas seems to

have been the intention of those by whom we have been taught and

governed and preached at for a generation. The Prime Minister of

England lately visited the dominion5of the Ottoman Turk. There she
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was heard assurina the Grand Vizier that the English only long for

the day whenwith the rest of Europe they will be governed not only

by Portuguese and Greeks but by Turks too. _It & an event that

perhaps ought not to suprise us so much, when for twenty years

now the English have been assured that/they must be governed -.sot,

bock by the sufferance of those who not only visibly do not share

with them a common identity but are to be encouraged to maintain

ano intensify their difference.

When politicians and preachers attempt to frighten or cajole

the English into pretending away the distinction between themselves

and the peopl: of other nations and other origins, they are engag.ed

in undermining the foundation upon which democratic government by

consent and a peaceable and civilized society in this country are

supported. The operation is the more dangerous because those en-

gaged in 4-t arouse little public alarm e-u-t:on the contrary:appear

to enjoy ever, indication of widespread support and approval.

The Royal Society of St George, of "St George for England",

is, on its own terms, a "patriotic society", which exists "to foster

the love of England". Patriotism, contrary to what some suppose,

does not come easily and is not to be had cheaply. Those who at

the end of the atd centUry wish to keep alive thA consciousness

of being English, which seemed so effortless and uncontroversial

to our forefathers, will discover that they are called upon, if

they take their purpose seriously, to confront the most arro ant

and imposing prejudices of their time. Once it was easy and popular

to cry "For Harry, England and St George". Today that is no cry

for cowards, no passport to popular approval and prompt reward.

It is none the worse for that.

••



Speech by the Pt Hon. J. Enoch Powell, MBE, proposinE
the toast of "England" at the St George's Dinner of
the Honourable Artillery Company at 7.30 p.m., Thursday,

21st April 1988.

This is the day of tne year when it is permissible, unreproacheb,

to eschew all other national appellations and boldly pronounce the

words English and England. The rest of Europe puts our modesty to

shame when its common usage describes this nation by the equivalent

of "England" in its respective languaes and its people by the

equivalent of "the English". They are wiser thar they know. Er:bland

is the stock onto which the other branches nave been grafted, ard
^

the qualities which made the graft possible and successful are the

4110 qualities of the English.

In the early Middle Ages Europe was full of feudal institutions,

where the barons, the clergy and the representatives of wealth aro

commerce were summoned to sit. All, all but one of those institu-

tions have disappeared without trace or remembrance. England alone

found the way to transmute its feudal assembly into a matchless

instrument of free government, which the rest of the world would

vainly aspire to imitate. It Was to the English parliament that

the Welshmen came when a Welsh king sat on the English throne.

When Scotland joined with EnEland to make one United KinEdom of

Great Britain, it was the mark of that union that the Scots s-7ent

411  members to the English parliament. It was to the English parliame 

that the Ulstermen demanded still to come, after the rest oC Irelanc

had seceded: in the English parliament they sue today for ecual 

rights.

Parliament is tne cornerston or this nation, and the EnL_L

made it. They made it because the English character was essential

to its making. The secret lay in the people. It used to

of the Senate of Home that it was an assembly of kings. It misr!- 

be said of the Engiisr House of Cosmons that it wa:7 an asssembl

gentlemen - of mentlemen of Enpiar.i f thr, elastic expression
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"democracy" means any one specific thing when we apply it to our-

selves, it means that our government is subject to debate in

Parliament.

So unique and peculiar a thing was only possible because of

the sort of people that the English are, perhaps due to their

insular ways and habits, perhaps - if I dare risk the conjecture -

due to something in their composition. However that may be, they

combine independence and self-respect with a habit of courtesy and

deference. They are observers of custom and of precedent. Ask

why they do a thing in such-and-such a way, and they will think it

a complete and sufficient reply to answer: "We always have done".

They are great players of games, but accereinE to rules, and nevee

more earnest than when they seem to be joking. Good-humoured

tolerance is close akin to their prized virtue of live-and-let-live;

and a kind of good manners, not quite untinged with insincerity,

ensures that friction in a narrow space among those with an equal

right to their own opinions is keet to tie minimum.

I have drawn, rot I fear without partiality, the portrait of

a people destined to create the contradiction of government by

debate, which I define as discouree among equals in accordance

with strict conventions and upon the common understanding that the

side which has the larger numbere is eoing to wir but will have

had to listen to what it cid not leenu to hear. it is an activi 

which calls for a special sort of particibants, who neverthelese

in their habits and thoughts are very typical of their fellow

Englishmen.

The Enclish in short are parliamentar'y n)eole. It tt

strehLth, because it is the nds toet.ler

acknowleCe their parliament. It to tL because,
much

takink it so/for ;7,ranted, the.; co rot uncerstric no*,i ceeply

differentiates them from the rest of the Jorld. When Edmucci burke

placec a series or prowosals for conciliation with the ericar
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colonists before the House of Commons, his first proposition -

it did not actually come to a vote - 7:7as that the colonists had

not had the privilege of returning knights and burgesses to

Parliament. The proposition amou tee to the axiom that a parlia-

mentary nation cannot comprise those who c-1.not be present in its 

parliament. It is an axiom which the English, strange to relate,

have been engaged in tryinE to (1cCC ever since.

The attempt has got them into some peculiar scrapes. It

landec them in the notion of a worle ee, commonwealth of natione -

with some appalling consequences. lt IL:scie,:: them in what

called sharing sovereignty with a dozen Continental and Mediterranean

countries - with appallini, consequences that are still emerging.

If I venture these reflections here, at the celebration of Englanc's

patron saint or EnFland's nationl day, I do so in no mood of

rancour or contention. I do ho because tiiere is no occasion [ore 

fittinF to hold up for recotnition ard honour our unique and most

precious possession, our Parliament. If it is not recognized =or

such and duly honoured, we shall Lerow ca eless of it and become

indifferent to its being destrc ec cr cast away.

For centuries the English thou,_ht or tnemse ves as the cwn

of something which, in their :cleanir- of the word, distinguished them

from the rest of mar:kir:G. 'iM3t proper' y !:7astheir freeriom, the

411 freedom - so they would have call it - of a free-born EnFlefshe

They meant b it certain quite s,pecific thin;:s. They meant teat

there was no external constraint eh sway ever the government of

their country - either, they ,oule eed, in matters civil or ir

matters ecclesiasticel. They

liberties - they would uee

buncle of their innerltec ri

thet as acaivicu sw

tie s' to denote

cor rest the ebstea

singular "liberty", eeeut antis ote eeticr miget

ad infinitum - were ;roteetea bs

enquired, %hat free instita

fr p
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hesitation, "The courts of English law and the English House of

Commons". It was in defence of those freedoms that the English

bore, at the masthead and on the field, the cross of St George,

argent a cross  gules, the blazon of England, the blazon of English

liberties.
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founa the way to transmute its feudal assembly into a matchless

instrument of free government, which the rest of the world would
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"democracy" means any one specific thing when we apply it to our-

selves, it means that our government is subject to debate in

Parliament.

So unique and peculiar a thing was only possible because of

the sort of people that the English a e, perhaps due to their

insular ways and habits, perhaps - if I dare risk the conjecture -

due to something in their composition. However that may be, they

combine independence and self-respect with a habit of courtesy and

deference. They are observers of custom and of precedent. Ask

why they do a thing in such-and-such away, and they will think it

a complete and sufficient reply to answer: "We always have done". 

They are great players of games, but according to rules, and never

more earnest than when they seem to be joking-.. Good-humoured

tolerance is close akin to their prizee virtue of live-and-let-live;

and a kind of good manners, not quite untinged with insincerity,

ensures that friction in a narrow space among those with an equai

right to their own opinions is kept to the minimum.

I have drawn, not I fear without partiality, the portrait of

a people destined to create the contradiction of government by

debate, which I define as discourse atmonE equals in accordance

with strict conventions and upon the common understanding that the

side which has the larger numbers is going to wir hut will have

had to listen to what it did not want to hear. it is an activity 

Which calls for a special sort of participants, who nevertheless

in their habits and thouvrhts are very typical cf their fellow

Englishmen.

The English in short are a parliamentary people. It is thelL

strength, because it is the bond which Linds together all who

acknowledge their parliar)ent. It is the ," weakness, because,
much

taking it so/for granted, they co rot un:ierstand how deeply it

differentiates them from the re,-t of the ;,:orm ri;ner Edmurd Burkr

placed a series cf proposals for conciliation w tn the i,,ericar



colonists before the iiouse of Commons, his first proposition -

it did nct actually come to a vote - was that the colonists had

not had the privilege of returning kniftts ard burgesses to

Parliament. The proposition amounted to the axiom that a parlia-

mentary nation cannot comprise those who c-,rnot be present in its 

parliament. It is an axiom whic}1 the En:ilish, strange to relate,

have been engaged in trying to cod:e ever since.

The attempt has got them into some peculiar scrapes. It

landed them in the notion of a world-wide commonwealth of nations -

with some appalling consequences. It landed them in what is

callec sharing sovereignty with a do-en Continental and Nediterranean

countries - with appallirw consequences that are still emerging.

If I venture these reflections here, at the celebration of Eng1;,inc:

patron saint on England's nationl day, I de so in no mood of

rancour or contention. I do so because there is no occasion more

fitting to hold up for recognition and honour our unique and most

precious possession, our Parliament. is not recognized for 

such and duly honoured, we shall L,-ro careless of it anC become

indifferent to its being destroyed or cast away.

For centuries the English thought of themselves as the owners

of something which, in their meaning of the word, distinguished t em

from the rest of mankind. That property Yas their freedom, trIE

freedom - so they mould have owiana it - of a free-born 7nbl

They meant by it certain quite secific thirrC. They meant t at

there was no external constraint dr sway over the government of

their country - ci then, thPy matters civil or ir

matters ecclesiastic They meart lbc t1'.nt as inahvicuzs

liberties - they woulc use t:1-,s CStI to ':e.r)(tt-- 

buncle of their inheritec ri hts ir cortrabt with tne

Singular "liberty", about whicn other nations might pnilosohl

ad infinitum - were protected hy thei-r free institutions.

enquired, "'iThat free institutions?" arser It OH t



hesitation, "The ucurts of ncThsh law and the ErElish House of

Commons". It ,,;as in nefehce of those freedoms that the Enrlish

bore, at the masthead and on the field, the cross of St Georre,

arrent a cross rules, the tlazch of EnT;.land, the blazon of ErElish

iioerties.
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The present warfare between central and local government in

Britain has now gone on long enough to create the presumption that

the relationship between them has undergone a radical alteration

and to justify speculation upon the causes.

I find it convenient tc begin with those which are of a

financial nature. This is reasonable enou h, since the germ of 

British local government lay in the financinP-_,: of specific expen-

ditures, locally incurred and locally beneficial, by a special

method of allocating the burden among local taxpayers. Once an

elective relationship had been created between those who dfAermined

the expenditures and those who financed them, the Victorieln

parliamentary state was content to regard the operation as self-

regulating and to distance itself, not without relief, from the

whole process. The local taxpayers would ultimately control local

government as the national taxpayers ultimately controlled central

government.

What changed? Three things changed. First, local government

elections came to be on party political terms miniature general

elections in a locality. It therefore seemed unreasonable that

the franchise for local government should be narrower than the

extended and eventually universal franchise for national government.

Accordingly in 1948 in Great Britain and in 1972.in Northern

Ireland the ratepayer franchise was abolished and replaced by

one-man-one-vote. There was admittedly a shadow of logical

justification for this on the ground that the burden of a tax on

property is ultimately borne by the population at large wn:o are

thus directly or indirectly ail ratepayers. 1This is a q)oint to

which it will be necessary to return later, because the intro-

duction of the poll tax was based upon the contrary presumption.
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The second of the three things that happened happened as a

consequence of inflation. After a long and hard-fought battle,

in the course of which Nobel Prizes for economics were won and

lost, the doctrine prevailed somewhere around the end of the

19701s that inflation is caused by the monetization of debt:

when governments spent aore than they cared to finance out of

revenue and borrowed the difference from the banking system,

they were in fact creating additional money and thus causing

inflation. The discovery focussed attention upon two magnitudes:

expenditure and borrowing. Inflation occurred, it was concluded,

because total expenditure was too high and this created the temp-

tation to borrow and so cause inflation.

Expenditure therefore had to be controlled. But what expen-

diture? "Public expenditure" was the reply. Now, that was a

fallacy. The correct answer would have been expenditure financed

by central government, for central government debt is the only

debt which can get itseif converted into ncw money. BI,it the hunt

was on. A total of all "public expenditure" was exhibited, and

that of course included local government expenditure. Hence a

government which, in the cause of preventing inflation, set cut

to reduce or control the total of public expenditure, claimed the

right of surveillance over the expenditure of local government as

well as over its own.

There was a subsidiary fallacy which contributed. For a long

time inflation was wrongly regarded as a sum total cf all the

increases in price which were taking place instead of recognis-

ing that the price increases were the consequence of an increase

in total money demand. This was the fallacy which gave rise to

the long-running and monstrous attempt of successive governments

to control individual prices and thus, in the jargon of the times,

keep the price index down. Now, along with beer and potatoes,

rates arc one of the ingredients of the price index and rates rise

if local c.overnment expenditure, which they finance, rises.
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hence was deduced a subsidiary reason for governments harassed

by inflation to demand the power to limit local government

expenditure.

Finally, by the side of "public expeneiture , there was the

other magnitude, ° public borrowing". L-rom the earli st periods

local authorities and their predecessors haC powers tc borrow

money for capital works upon th(3.. eecurity ef the rates which over

future years would bear the burden of paying the interest and

repaying the debt. That cid not matter so far as inflation was

concerned, because local government debt was not convertible into

n-w money. The confusion, however, was sufficient to create a

deep prejudice against local government borrowing. On the strenwth

of it central government had no difficulty in asserting the right

to restrict and ration the borrowing, and therefore the capital

expenditure, of local authorities.

There was, once again, a collateral clause. As a means of

enabling local authorities to borrow at lower rates of interest

than they would obtain on the open market and thus keeping down

the burden on the rates, the central government engaged en a

massive scale in the policy of borrowing money itself and re-lending
at advantageous rates
it/to the local authorities in rationed quantities for approved

purposes. Now, this, of course, did increase the tetal of the

central government's potentially inflationary borrowing and to

that extent justified the consequential control of local govern-

ment capital expenditures. It was in a similar class to those

)ocal government expenditures which automatically attracted

central government subsidy and thus added te total central govern-

ment expenditure.

There is an amusing little corollary to the central govern-

ment's attempt to control local government capital expenditures.

The present jovernment encouraged and eventually obli.ed housing

authorities to sell their council houses to tenants. With the

obliging mediation of the buildinE societies, local authorities
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thus came into possession of huge capital sums. It was really

equivalent to their raising a mortgage on their housing estates

themselves and was thus not inflationary, since the mortgage was

the counterpart of private savings. However the Government prompLaa

told them that they mustn't spend this money. So they put it in

the bank or in government securities. Now here was a pretty

pickle, because the moment they were allowed to run those deposits

down, they would be activating idle balances, which, baio the

Governatant, was exactly the same as creatina the equivalent amount

of new money.

Through all these causes it has come about that at the end

of the epoch of infiation the government finCs itself, like a man

who holds a wolf by the ears, embarked upon controlling the expen-

diture, current and capital, of local authorities. As long as

local authorities can raise a rate, their expenditure is what they

please, provided they do not care how high the rate goes and pro-

vided the expenditure is on services which fall within the wide
had

statutory definition, of their functions. The Government/therefore

found itself forced in effect to deprive the local authorities of

their power to r7aise rates beyond a certain point, by placing a

limit on the rate or 'rate-capping'. To this expedient they wore

driven because they felt they could not rely upon the universal

franchise electorate to turn councillors out cy'' their scats if

the rates went up too far.

The 3ution, since the franchise could scarcely be withdrawn,

was therefore to turn the entire electorate int°  s lf-conscious

ratopayers, by substituting for a tax on thc value of occupied

property a tax which every elector would be oblip,ed to pay - our

new friend the poll-tax or community charge. There is a certain

crazy logic about the Government's deduction but it is taking a

double gamble. There is not only a gamble on thc practicability

of raising the new tax. iaore seriously, there is also a gamble on

the efficacy or the poll tax to create a local government electorate
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that will perform in accordance with the theor
etical model and

throw out of office representatives whom they 
hold to blame for an

excessive weight of tax.
an

Is such/electorate reali ,ble any longer? This is the

question no doubt pondered privately by the Government,
 but

publicly the question "that dares not speak i
ts name" In the 

English conurbations, particularly but not exc
lusively in the

Midlancs and the South, it is not now the sam
e sort of population,

or it is rapidly and progressively ceasing to be the same sort of

population,as that to which the vote in local 
gov-rnment elections

was extended in 1948. The- spectre which nahnte thiath&eft, - 

and not only this Government, is that of a 1G
cal government elec-

torate that is being organized not for providing and financing 

local services but for the purpose of gainng 
political control,

and which sees local government as a mean to 
that end. There are

current euphemisms for describina. this; "loony left" is one of

them, "inner cities" is another. Thcy conceal a logical though

unstated motive for policies in one field aft
er another - the

environment, for instance, or education - that are aimed a
t taking

away powers as well as financial independence 
from

Wint which is now mistrusted ana feared

Those of us who used to believe in the value 
of a partnership

between central government and elective local
 government in adminis-

tering nationally conceived services, and in 
the ineispensability

cf genuinely shared financial rsponsibility fcr the functioning

of that partnership, must be Prepared candidl
y to ask whether the

essential conditions for such a partnership w
ill still exist when

elections to local authorities cease to be ab
out the policies on

which those services arc to be adminif-Aered l
ocally.
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Speech by the Rt Hon. J. Enoch Powell, MBE, to the

Charity Dinner of the Churchdown Round Table at the

Prestbury Suite, Cheltenham Racecourse, at 7.30 pm,
Thursday, 24th March 1988.

The incident, not yet concluded, of what has come to b
e known

as the Snarpeville Six is an occasion for attending to
 a matter

little considered, namely, the morality anc the conseq
uences of

states intervening in the judicial administration of o
ther states.

It is a matter which has recently been drought with un
pleasant

sharpness to our attention by the claim of a neighbour
ing state,

the Irish Republic, to influence the administration of
 justice

in the United Kingdom. There is nothing so efficacious for freshen- `

ing up the old rule "Do as you would be done by" as a 
little dose

of "being done by" oneself, to be getting on with.

I used periodically to tease the Foreign Secretary, wh
en I

was still in a situation to do so, by askhg him in Par
liament what

would be his attitude if the Soviet Union were to make
 identical

representations to Her Najesty's Government on behalf of persons

who by the process of law found themselves in Her Maje
sty's

prisons to those representations which he was currentl
y forcing on

the attention of the Russian government. It is a question not

frequently asked. When asked, it is dismissed with the observation:

''But we know wnat rotters the Russians arc, lou surely aren't

daring to compare their way of carrying on with ours'i
' Co; I

wasn't, and I wouldn't; I am prejudiced enough vastly to prefer

cur own way - a typically English egocentric attitude.

ily point is a different one. I am encuiring. '.Do we accord 

to the governments of other countries a right to seek 
to influence

the administration of justice ir Britain?" The Prime Minister, I

know, does not, because she hit Charles naughey with h
er handbag

when he tried to do it. 13ut does she realise, or dc we realise,

that when we seek to do that to other countries we acc
ord a r eipro-

cal moral right to them in principle: 'This even-haned justice
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commends the ingredience of the poisoned chalice to our own 
lips' .

I have introduced the adjective 'moral"; for indeed, in the

famous phrase of The Times, "it is a moral question". It goes

right to the heart of the morality of the adminiLtration of

justice. Until recently at least we accepted the administration

of the law in this country, provided the due procedures had 
been

followed, not because it was 'just' on any abstract philosop
hical

consideration but because it was ours, because it belonged w
ith

other institutions of our country. The morality of the execution
the

of justice is relative to the institutions of/society in whi
ch it

is executed. Its morality is cognate with the morality o lay

government, meaning government in accordance with the law of
 the

particular society.

I am not sure if this view is still held by us in Britain,

because since 1951 we have allowed those dissatisfied with t
he

outcome of the legal process in Britain to appeal to an exte
rnal

court, the European Court of human Rights, whose decisions 
the

Government has bound itself by international treaty to do it
s

best to cxecute. Thereby a new and higher judicial instance, and

one not administering English (or Scottish) law, has been es
tab-

lished above the courts of this country without serious obje
ction

, in, raised. So far as that process is morally valid, it has to

mean
that we now recognise ourselves as beiongiag to a political

society, (a society, that is, armed with powers of judgement
 and

coercion), more extensive than the one over which the Queen 
is

sovereign. I myself do not happen to believe that we in fact

fed that way and I consequently eo not regard as morally valid

the judgements of the Euronean Court.

However that may be, it does not help very much over inter-

ference by Britain (or vice versa) in the judicial administr
ation

of the Soviety Union or tr1L Republics of South Africa or Ch
ina.

I mention China, because I presume the mere fact of our igno
ranc,

or impotence would not be held to negative the same implicit
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41/ *right of mutual interference in the case of China as in the cases

of Russia or South Africa.

Pray do not misunderstand me. I would dislike - or I think I

would dislike - as much as anyone else the application here in

England of the laws and judicial procedures of Russia or of South

Africa, and I would expect the corresponding issues of law to be

daided differently in our courts. Conversely, nothing prevents

them from taking the same view of the United Kingdom. Yet we would

regard as immoral judicial decisions taken here at the behest or

under the pressure of an external power. That is "unjust", we

_-
should say, meaning that,right or wrong, fair or unfair by other

standaves, the input from a foreign stale is not part of our

institutions of law and justice.

It may be interposed however that in certain other countries

there is not that general consent to the institutions of justice

which usually prevails in Britain and that torefore we arc entit-

led in such cases to intervene without incurring by implication

the corresponoing reverse liability. I am not sure onc would be

t all wise to invite other countries to regulate their behaviour

towards us upon the basis of their judgement of our internal situ-

ation. We might find a disposition in some quarters to put the

Birmingham Six into a matching position with the Shardeville Six.

We could I suppose argue that in the Republic of South Africa

there is in progress an insurrection against the government,

which entitles us to intervene in or attempt to influence its

internal administration. Another moral issue arises here. The

rule which Britain follows in its international dealings is clear

and consistent: it recognizes whatever government it judges to

be in substantial control of the country concerned. If we abandon

that ground, we take to ourselves a share in the responsibility

for the future course and outcome of the conflict, something which

we have no intention of doing and are physically in no position to

dc.) Those who from the safety and distance of Lambeth or
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Westminster raise voices on what they perceivc as a violent

conflict, by way of intervention in the administration of thc

lecal law by authorities which we recGgnize

oilht to examine the morality of what thdy do.

That what they do may have little or no practical effect doe:s not

exonerate them from the moral responsibility uhich they arc takinL.

If thd plea is that th:::se are merely prefunctery wQrGs,

spok-n because thdy arc publicly expected, the plea serves only

to make the lack of moral analysis more Lravc. It is our Gwn

riLht. to our own justice which are so ready to sc.',; put at 

risk.
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The rulers by whom we are governed today are not philosophers
.

That is why they bother us with absurd questions, such as "Wh
at is

the purpose of education?" or "What is the purpose of educati
on ir

particular subjects?" The questions are analogous to asking "Why

do you digest your food?" or "Why do you eat?", to which the 
respec-

tive answers are that"I am so constituted as, having eaten, n
ot to

manage to avoid digesting my food" and "I eat because I want 
to

and enjoy it, likewise because I am by nature so constituted".

The satisfaction of our curiosity is a desire implanted in us

by nature and its accomplishment is accompanied with the sensation

of pleasure. Education, being the organized satisfaction of curiosity,

is about joy. Those who impart it share with those to whom they

impart a joy which they possess themselves. The content of educa-

tion can therefore no more be determined by those who receive
 it

than a person who has never seen Italian paintings can turn u
p one

day and say: "I want to enjoy looking at Titians".

Discourse about the content of education is consequently

descriptive, not deductive. Our situation is that of the prophet

Ezekiel, to whom (3.3) a voice said, "Son of man, cause thy b
elly to

eat and fill thy bowels with this roll that I give thee. Then did

I eat, and it was in my mouth as honey for sweetnesd% We are des-

cribing the satisfaction which we have enjoyed from fulfillin
g our

own curiosity,and our desire, which is also part of our natur
e,

to communicate that satisfaction. This curiosity is a desire for

self-knowledge, a curiosity about man and mankind to which we
 belong.

Probably all learning is self-learning, but that is more emin
ently

and evidently so of classical learning.

To classical learning there are two aspects which it is ccr-,
-

venient, albeit somewhat artificaally, to distinguish: the
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and the literatures to be read in them.

For an English-speaker the impact of Latin is a profound

experience. He grapples with a language which exposes to him the

characteristics of his own. An inflected language of great power

and precision is observedP/Troming the functions which his own

attempts to perform by syntactical construction. In learning

Latin grammar - grammar schools do not have their name for nothin -

the pupil explores for the first time the structure of his own

language and makes his first acquaintance with the experience of

conveying meaning through word-forms. It is a leap forward in

selP!....knowledge. He also learns to appreciate the potential power

which a highly inflected language possesseslin comparison with a

lightly inflected one, of being 9.Lle to explore and utilize the

resources of word order.

I recall the mutual satisfaction which I recently enjoyed

with a class of boys to whom I explained how and why, without

alteration of the corresponding meaning in English but with

immense and subtle variations of mood and implication, the words of

a comparatively simple sentence in Caesar's Commentaries could be

arranged and re-arranged in a wine vriety of ways.

The pupil learns also to understand the inherent limitations

the
of/respective languages, including his own, and the devices by which

the speakers of those languages endeavour to cope with them. The

first encounter with a Latin deponent verb ought to be a disturb-

ing and unforgettable experience: morior, moriri, mortuus sum;

facio, fio, fieri, factus sum. How could one bear to leave the

young in ignorance that such things exist or to conceal from them

a ray of light which so penetrates into the recesses of the human
learning

mind? The drudgery of Latin grammar - ro / in this world comes

without drudgery, as no nourishment comes without roughage - is

lightened by the continual and delii,-htful astonishment of turnin

uOthought process alternative to one's own.



To dilate upon the grammar, I have passed over the sound ant

texture of Latin words. It is something which we acknowledge

whenever we resort to Latin for mottoes and monuments - an addi
tion-

al domain of expression and of sensation. I intend, as I said,

to come to content later; but it was the quality of the Latin

language itself which determined what sort of poetry could, and

therefore would, be written in it. The inflected words (and what

words!) both dictated the limits and created the possibilities 
of

Latin poetry.

You may think that I have been pronouncing a dithyramb (Greek

word already!) which apparently overstates the imagination and 
the

reach of the adolescent mind. I acknowledge that only years and

the experience of life have produced for me the excitement with

which I read a line of Virgil, an excitement that I could not h
ave

experienced sixty years ago. But is the slow and late growth of

enjoyment any good reason for denying others access to that enj
oy-

ment altogether? Along that road one reaches the reductionist

conclusion that the young should be taught notmore than the you
ng

can understand, and that would stand not just education but lif
e

itself upon its head.

The word "Greek" was heard just now. If there is such a thing

as cruelty to children, it is to deny to English boys and girls
 in

the midst of Latin the glimpse of Greek. The effect of Greek on

English speakers is like the encounter with something which one

knew all the time must have existed and was looking for. Latin

without Greek is starvation, as the Romans themselves discovered
 when

they got at Greek. To discover in the same ancient world as Latin

a language so contrasting as Greek is a lightening of the Engli
sh

spirit - the more so because Greek, like ours, is a syntactical

tongue, but with a difference. There are the particles, which

reveal, what Latin and English can not, the subtleties of under
-

lying connection between one statement and another. There is
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moreover (be it printed in large capital letters) the Gr
eek

VE7iB. I bless today the hours which my mother 
spent hearinE my

Greek paradigms, when I recognize, like an old 
friend's face, a
passive

Greek verb in the third person plural aorist op
tative6 and_hear,

as in an orchestral chord, the diapason of mood
 and mode, space

and time, conveyed to me through the means of a terminati
on. 

What inflection is to Latin, syntax is to Greek
. "Your researches

in Goodwin", said my classical sixth form maste
r one day, when I

had risked a daring but not unexampled irregula
rity, "are apt to

lead you astray". Perhaps; but where, without Goocwin's Syntax

of the Moods and Tenses of the Greek Verb, woul
d have been my

enjoyment?

One observation more about language. It will bring me close to

content. The use of the neuter gave to Greek a power of 
creating

and handling abstract ideas which made Greek, w
hat English could

never be, the inevitable language of philosophy
 - a reminder of

that tantalizing fact about man, that we think 
only what we can

say and think it only in the way in which we ca
n say it. I leave

unopened, however, that door which leads to ant
hropology and to

the philosophy of Wittgenstein, in order to make another dogmatic

assertion. European man is an animal that simply has to fi
nd out

what Plato said. Those who, through no merit of their own, had

the blessing of a classical education are frequ
ently struck by

from
the fierce inquisitiveness excited in those / 

whom that education

was withheld, to know "all about" the world whi
ch thought and spoke

in Greek and Latin. An instinct has somehow whispered to them

that it was a w,,rld which belongs also to them 
and to which in

some sense they also belong.

To learn a language and not read what men have 
preserved out

of all that was written in it is an absirity. 
The joy of a language

is not simply that of self-exploration: lt is also the ov or 

access. To be admitted to listen is the reward which pa
ys for ii
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The masterpieces of Latin literature from Plautus to Juvenal

and of Greek literature from Homer to Plutarch have been the

inspiration and, indirectly or directly, the models of all that

is greatest in the output of Western Europe since its languages

began to come of age from the iqth century onwards. It would not

be exaggerating to say that the body of Western European literature

can not be fully understood or valued except in the light of the

Greco-Roman inheritance.

So comprehensive and defiant a claim often provokes a mistaken

retort. It is only a minority of those who study Latin and Greek

that can claim to have read and enjoyed more than a small fraction

of that inheritance. In fact, there are many occupants of

classical chairs at universities whose intensive study of some

parts of the field has left no time or leisure for such discursive

learning. How then, the objection runs, can your assertion justify

a classical education, especially one that ends with the end of

school life? The crudeness of the fallacy is patent. It amounts

to the insolent assertion that those who can not have everything

ought to be denied anything; and I suspect that it would be just

as invalid if applied to a scientific education or a mathematical

education.

However, there is a grain of good sense that can be winnowed

out of it. There ought, so far as possible, to be no stage of a

classical education where some initiation has not been achievea

into the enjoyment of curiosity satisfied, even if that opens

(as it always will) new vistas of curiosity still urfulfilied an(i

enjoyment still untasted. That depends, as everything in educatior

depends, upon the teaching. It happens when those who teach are

imbued themselves with the joy which sets the ultimate seal upon

their calling.

•
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More than most countries, the post-imperi
al United Kingdom

has a severe intellectual difficulty in d
eciding rationally on tne

strength and composition of its armed for
ces in peace. Most countries

can identify in fairly precise terms the 
task of their armed forces

in war. For many there is only one quarter from w
hich they can

reasonably anticipate danger. A fortiori where a nation has

aggressive intentions, those intentions w
ill themselves define

the size, the composition and the organis
ation of the requisite

forces.

Britain has, so to speak, no Schlieffen P
lan. We can define-the

conditions of our national safety only in
 the most general terms.

I would suggest that they are twofold: that no other nation may be

able to interrupt our communications with
 the outside world, and

that no other nation may establish such c
ommand of the adjacent

continent as to be able to invade the 
successfully. From

those conditions can be deduced two equal
ly general imperatives.

First, our maritime forces must be capabl
e unconditionally of

commanding the waters around, and the air
 above and around, the

islands. Secondly, any power likely to dominate th
e adjacent

continent must be counterbalanced and con
tained by others equally

theatened by it and capable of defeating 
it.

You will already have noticed that I have
 made two assumptions

which are widely rejected today. I have assumed that the United

Kingdom is a nation in the sense that def
ence of its territory con-

stitutes the sole final aim of i armed forces. It is currently

are
conventional to deny that we any such thi

ng: Aations are suppose

be obsolete, the object3of military defence are suppos
ed to 

become such larger composite political en
tities as "Europe" or

such abstract notions as "liberty" or "de
mocracy". I do not believe

it. I believe that men will still fight to th
e death only for a

territory and its people with whon they i
dentify themselves unicul

and unq -ioningly.
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441q6;trk/vetai
The other 4.A1v144..i.4.40.-4-e assumption I have made is.that a conflict

AgIc
seriously endangering the United Kingdom  ipta neitherirendered un-

thinkable by the prospective use, nor would be terminated catas-

trophically by the actual use, of nuclear weapons on the part (let's

make no bones about it) of the United States. That is directi7

opposite ro the assumption which has been professed on behalf of

the United Kingdom for the last forty years and which has reduced

the function of our armed forces to operations calculated to

guarantee the fulfilment of the supposed intention of the United

States: to be a trip-wire, a bait or a sweetener. -I-n--4444'-e-e-t

persist in regarding, as I have done at all

material times during the last forty years, the theory of the nuclear

deterrent as blankly incredible.

If maritime (air, surface, submarine) supremacy in the East At-

lantic and a military balance of power on the European continent are

the two objectives of Britain's defence policy then, on my -0444-

WIA,conventional assumptions, certain deductions follow. They hinge

largely upon timing.

Britain can only maintain a balance of power on the Continent 4/

bccauce the addition of Britain to one scale of the balance or the

other is thought decisive. Now, why should continental nations think

that? They can read history as well as we can. They know that a

Britain in command of the East Atlantic is probably imprevnable;

provides only the cold comfort, for which France will

be a long time forgiving us.,of expecting Britain to win when they/441v-

/tAIAR4 have lost. On the other hand, they know that since the age of the

levee en masse, the British havtnot been-..i,--1;-&e-rrg performers in the

initial military line-up,but thdt the longer a war lasts, the aorc
eliet4 /c--h-e/(54-ct,

strongly they finish and are Fret.—.3-Te fighting a decent set-piece
)62es/cita

engagement at the close. Thiseoo provides less than maximum en-
41:111.1t-Wk.

couragement to potential allies. in the last forty years the

British have t n observed knocking about on the Continent in
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manner not seen since the early 18th century. That the British

contemplate participation, even at a late stage, in t4i
.e continental

land war is therefore not unthinkable nor unimportant1,
144CL e:ti-de,41--/rzev

//e_ cieN4zet (-7t  1944-iLid, j 444
The implications of all this fel- timing

/).2.
are radically different for the air-sea forces

/6-e Ci/M

Itcylvti at) for  the land forces. The air-sea forces .vree-d to reach maximum

effort at a relatively early stage in hostilities, impl
ying an

14-‘,

expansion schedule a in t-erms of months

in.e.,24/I4sz4-ttet-

rather than years and of actlial equipment and productive

capacity at the level of current technology. The4rmy's task is an

er-itStwA4ve
essentially different one, which shouo not be 40-ii+1 by the

traditional seductions of that much-loved British conce
pt, "ex-

peditionary forces". To form the basis for a modern European army

not later than D plus three years is a mind-concentrati
ng objective

for the British peacetime army, and one which would be 
understood

-ma err,.

in terms of commitment by all those concerned with the 
balance of

power in Europe: the British mean to fight a long war, which means

a war which they will win.

In contrast to the notions which the nuclear theology 
has

inculcated,1thinking needs to be dominated, obsessed almost,

by the aim of long-term expansion; and here the cadre-principle

has to be applied industrially as well as militarily. 
The Army which

wins the dedisive battleiwill be equipped with material that has

:already been proved in war. The British Army declared war in 199

with the Infantry Tank, the two-inch infantry anti-tank
 rifle nd the

L.;6).., i / 4,,,tei A/14,;, 46,,a.,04, d. A4 4---A1,--tiati /4 4.4. Am. 4444  di td,,,..ciii7
p

(AI

Bren gun carrier:LThe . exansion of t'ileArmy

6e. e ct,ted 4 ,
in war needs Lo

/,--
the development of weaponry no less than -.:44.-e41the

numerical expansion of the forces. Constitutionally and historical

Britain has thought in terms of a standin6 army; its ray 's 

professionalism has been that of a standing army. For a whole

generation past been reinforced by the

4ine6444:g
theorys4' our commitment on the European continent,  
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inculcated an attitude of goods-ih-the-shop-window, to which out

thinking and planning have tended to be tailored. That era, I believe,

is passing.

However many vested interests may still seek to deny it, 1987 saw

a new era open in Europe: the outlines of a 'Europe without the Ame-

ricans' are already discernible ahead. It will be a Europe where

Britain's responsibility for aiding the creation and maintenance of a

European balance of power will be as great as in the decades before

and after the First World War, and I hope more successfully discharged.

The more deliberately anAlogically we concentrate our military think-

ing upon the imperatives which the defence of our national terri-

tory of the United Kingdom dictates, the more beneficial will be our

inflence un that Europe of the Nations which is emerging into view as

the ice-cap of the nuclear stalemate melts.

The European nations, and Russia above all, are AeOther blind

nor stupid, whatever language their politicians, like curs, -rind it

convenient to hold from time to time. They do not expect Britain,

like some paladin in shining armour, to ruch to die in the first ditch

on their behalf. That is not at all their picture of the 'Brits,, and

they wont believe it whatever promises we make.What they want to know

is whether Britain is still going to make a competent job of being

in at the deLth of her enemies and whLther Britain has learnt to mani-

fest that intention more effectively: than p..f.e-l9l4 Britain or pl.e-l939

Europe is flanked by two inherently impregnable powers - on the

one side,the Russian winter and the Russian distances, om the oth:::r

side, the Er4.ish Channel and the British backdoor to the oceans.The

rett of the European nations do not like either of us particularly.

What they do expect that the two of us will help to hold a ting in

which they can explore their own destinies without renewed catastropqe.
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I recall that when I had the honour of addressing this
 body

three and a half years ago, I denounced the spreading 
practice,

which a Conservative government was helping to enforce
, of counting

persons by colour in order to establish in effect quot
as, employment

by employment, firm by firm and profession by professi
on. Today I

am obliged regretfully to note that in the interim the
 same process

has been car ied further and that it now extends, for 
instance, to

the police and the armed forces. Ey a bitter irony the Government

has just announced that in Northern Ireland, but appar
ently not y t

in Great Britain, it intends to extend the blessings o
f this dis-

criminatory quota system by enforcing a sectarian head
 count in a

province which the smugly hypocritical are accustomed 
to denounce

for religious tribalism. Well, now it is to be made a crime for an

employer in Ulster to fail to take a religious census 
of his

employees.

What think you of that? And what will your parliamentary 

representatives think of it, when the legislation, with the accom-

40 teach bloody instructions which, being taught, return 
to plague

the inventor". It was not my intention, however, this evening to

harrow you with a subject of which the people of Birmi
ngham need

no reminder; but before I turn from it, there is just one piece of

unfinished business.

The Government continues, to use my words of 1984, to with-

hold from the public the vital facts about the future 
, namely,

the prospective proportion of the population in Inner 
and Greater

London and elsewhere that will be what is ironically c
alled

'ethnic minority'. They do not withhold those facts because *hey

panying Government whip,is laid before them? They could, I suppose,

but I doubt if they will, quote Macbeth and say that: 
"We but
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do not know them. Do you imagine that Conservative Central Office

has not worked out the prospective consequences f
or the electoral

register - and for the electoral results: It is because, if they

were to disclose what they know, they would immed
iately be faced

with a further question: Is this, then, the future which you

accept: So the prior question goes unanswered. It also goes un-

asked.

There is a place for askinE questions, and a plac
e for en-

suring that those questions arc answered or else 
the public will

know the reason why. That place is the House of Commons. But ther

is, and always has been, a condition under which 
alone the House-5f -

Commons can do this work. The condition is that there must be an

effective Opposition. WhatevEr the efforts of individual Members -

and your own hemb r has set an outstanding exampl
e - it is the

official Oppnsition, and not the Government, that 
marks out the

areas in which thE House of Commons functions as 
the nation's

inquest. There is a lot of misunderstanding about this. It is

not the size of a government's majority that make
s the difference.

A parliamentary opposition can function effective
ly in the face

of government majorities larger than Mrs Thatcher
 has commanded.

The Opposition led by Winston Churchill between 
1945 and 1951

proved that. What matters is the quality and character of the

opposition itself. It is Her hajcsty's Opposition that has been

failing the British public for the last five year
s at least. You

would not exaggerate very greatly if you said tha
t for five y ars

British parliamentary democracy has bc-n in cclip
sc because it

lacked the ingredient of a principled opposition 
without which

it cannot work.

Parties may remain condemned to be in opposition 
for long

periods: the Tory Party was so after 1846, the Whig Party was

so after 1784. That does not prev-nt them from representing and

keepinw alive great principles which tcey continu
e to oppose to

prevailing fashion or orthodoxy and triumphantly 
re-establish,
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when the time comes.

Opposition is about principle, in a way that Government, 

with its constant practical involvement in management and subter-

fuge, cannot ever be. That is where the Labour Party of the 1980's

has so conspicuously failed the nation. It has exchanged the true

parliamentary function of Opposition for the practice and morality

of a firm of public relations consultants.

There is perhaps no greater issue for the British people than

the principle, so long taken for granted, that we pay only those

taxes and cey only those laws which are enacted by our r presen-

tatives in Parliament, and that our national Policies are those

and those only which arc approved by those representatives. That

time-honoured principle has been repudiated since 1972 with the
of the electorate

apparent acquiescence/. At first those who wished to believe that

membership of the European Community was compatible with the

hereditary rights of the British people might have been lulled or

deceived into that delusion. But the time has now passed when

the relentless movement of the European Community towards political

unification and legislative uniformity can be laughed off or

ignored by anybody. It stares us daily in the face, and governments

and ministers no longer trouble to disclaim it.

Now, before th- General Electioii-of 1963 the Labourty------

produced for submission to the electorate fully prepared and duly

approved proposals for recovering in a lawful fashion the parlia-

mentary and democratic independence of the United Kingdom. It

could not be disputed either th t they had the riEht to do so or

th2t a large if not preponderant s ction of British opinion in-

clined in that direction. In the event the Labour Party was

heavily defeated at that General Election. What did they do?

Th y did not say: "ever mind; we were right and shall be proved

right; we will stick to our Euns''. eo they ran away. So far

as they were concerned, the principle of no laws, no taxes, no
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policies not approved by Parliament could go hanE, if that was

not where the votes were. Since 1983 the Labour Party - the front

bench at least - have b-en as communautaire as Ted Heath himself.

The result of this is that, while event after event is

proving to the British public that they are to be taxed and

governed over their heads by the institutions of the Community and

Nrs Thatcher regularly rides off to do battle in Europe for British

independence and just as regularly comes back all dishevelled

with her lance broken and her shield missing, the Opposition are

nowhere. Not a peep comes from them. Not a voice is raised to

say: "We told you what would happen if you did not recover your

national rights". Opposition'i There has been no Opposition. 

Debate: There has been no debate.

Then last year the whole disgraceful spectacle was re-enacted.

Before the Election the Labour Party decided that the safety of

these islands was not to be guaranteed through the use of nuclear

weapons by either the United States or Britain. You might agree

cr  disagree; but undeniably a principle of great moral as well as

political importance was being asserted, a whole prevalent philo-

sophy of European, if not of world, affairs, was being challenged.

heanwhile the Government was asserting that American intermediate-

range nuclear missiles must be stationed on British soil as other-

wise the American guarantee would be "decouplid - that was the

word. There then happened not only tho revoaling event of

Chernobyl, but zn agr-ement between imorica and 1ussia to rrrlove

and destroy those .icry missiles. Egg, thick egg was on the

Government's face. There was more to come, when *merica and

Russia proceeded to envisage the so-called 'treble zero of

eliminating from the European scene both strategic and short-

range nuclear weapons.

A  greater triumph for the critics of the nuclear deterrent,

a greater embarrassment :or its devote s, could scarcely have been

devised. But where was the Opposition? The Opposition had lost
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another election, and in the rout of defeat had thrown away

another principle, another manifesto. The time for the grand debate

had come, for the grand debate in which a new role for Britain in

Europe, commensurate with its history and its position, would be

fashioned with the nation's understanding and consent. But therc

1471.5 nobody to initiate, let alone to carry on, such a debate.

Opposition was not there, is not there. Rose in buttonhole, the

Opposition is away framing questionnaires to find out what they

ought to say to get themselves more vot,s the her,,:t time.

It is a sad scene, a d a scrie which I hay_ oat set before you
_-

in order to indulge in kicking those who arc clownor amusing tnose

who are up. If the great issues of prociplo of freedo-, of

rights, of power, of national defence are nc, longer fought out 

where they were fought out formerly, in the national arena of par-

liamentary arid political debate, can that be just the result of

an exceptional coinrAdhec of Voluble but empty-headed nr,h-entities?

su-spir,ion lurks that will not be repressed. There is a doubt
the

not far below the surface. Perhaps after all/people do not care.

Perhaps it does not matter to them who will inhabit and control

their country a generation henc. Perhaps it does not matter to

them who scts their taxes or who makes their laws. Perhaps it

does not matter to them if they are a pawn in the power-game of

others. If so, they will not need a geniunc parliamentary

Opposition, an opposition of principle, F,h6 dcii Ainnock really

has nothing more to do than try to find cu:'G how to out-Thatcner

Thatcher.

I do not want to believe this. I have tried not to believe.

it. But we are tht prisoners of our own desires. It could be truL,

after all.
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Mt. 5.32  "I say unto you that wh
osoever shall put away 

his

wife, saving for the ca
use of fornication, cau

ses her

to commit adultery, and
 whosoever shall marry 

her tnat

is divorced committeth a
dultery".

In the interval since I
 first received your in

vitation to

speak here this evening
, one of the senior min

isters of Government,

the Home Secretary, has
 made a remarkable publ

ic statement, which

he gave no indication w
as made otherwise than 

in his ministerial

capacity. It bears directly upon 
your theme. After exhorting the

Church of England to "c
oncentrate on the stron

g re-assertion of

underlying Christian va
lues", he went on to sa

y: "we need to work

together, in church and 
state, to rebuild the mo

ral standards and

values which should for
m the sure foundations 

of a cohesive and

united nation".

This was so deliberate 
and remarkable a statem

ent from such

a quarter that it deser
ves to be taken with th

e utmost seriousness;

and it is in that spiri
t that I wish to examin

e it. With all due

what particular doctrine, for instance

respect I would like to
 ask the Home Secretary

/what doctrine of

marriage, he wishes the 
Church of England to "r

e-assert". It cannot

be an unreasonable ques
tion to ask; for the social importan

ce of

the institution of marr
iage is constantly bein

g stressed by

ministers and by the go
verning Party in the st

ate.

Those who disclaim beli
ef in the credal assert

ions of the

Church commonly affirm 
that nevertheless they 

accept the moral

teaching of its Founder
, particularly as that 

is to be found in the

Sermon on the Mount, a favourite 
source of quotations fo

r those wno

thus profess.

Well, I have cited from
 the authorised text of

 the Bible the

doctrine on marriage as
 stated by 6ur Lord. Since adultery ls
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hibited by a Commandment, I do
 not see how it can be denied 

that

Our Lord's doctrine is sharply
 at variance with the marriage

 laws of

this country as enacted and up
held by Parliament and apparen

tly

by prevailing opinion and practice. I am entitled therefore -

indeed, obliged - to ask what 
doctrine of marriage the Home

Secretary is asking the Church 
to concentrate on re-asserting

.

The question may take us as we
ll as him further than we

commonly like to go; but it is unavoidable, unless 
he and we are

content to talk humbug. I have cited Our Lord's doctri
ne from

the discourse presented in the
 first gospel in what we call 

the

Sermon on the Mount. But according to the same sour
ce, the subject

was raised with him again in s
triking manner in Jerusalem

immediately

before the Passion, where the 
incompatibility of divorce wit

h the

binding Commandment was again 
asserted. I again quote the actual

words (Mt 19.9): "Whosoever shall put away his 
wife, except it be 

for fornication, and shall mar
ry another, committeth adultery

, anc

whoso marrieth her which is pu
t away doth commit adultery".

So runs

the correct translation of the
 text as it appears in the Gre

ek

manuscripts - with one variation only, tha
t some of the oldest,

whose originators had evidentl
y been comparing the two passa

ges,

substituted from the Sermon th
e precise words "saving for th

e

cause of fornication".

I have the personal misfortune
 to be a textual critic. As

.such I cannot protect myself 
against the doubt whether so

convenient

a let-out clause was present i
n whatever we might mean by

describing

as the original text. I would therefore find myself 
in the diffi-

culty of those who treat as absolute
ly authoritative the transmiled

text of the gospels, if it wer
e not for the Church. About the

doctrine of the Church there i
s no similar possibility of do

ubt cr

error: the Prayer Book,which, by the 
law of our land, declares tne 

doctrine of the Church of Engl
and, is unambiguous and open t

o no



text-critical cavil. It affirms, both by the nature of  it,

institution and by the declared vow 
of  int çarties, tne lifc:on.

indissolubility of marriage. It is solemnly and starkly destitute

of any let-out clauses whatsoever.

So I return to my question:  Is this the doctrine which the

Home  Secretary asks the Church of England
 "strongly to re-assert"

in the course  of  our "working together, in church and
 state, to

rebuild the moral standards and value
s which should form the

sure foundations of a cohesive and u
nited nation"? We have come

face to fce with the gulf which those words "in 
church and state"

conceal. The .Church of England is by law esta
blished and is the

common possession, if they avail themselves of their right,
of

all the dwellers in England.  It is  moreover a church of which "the

supreme governor on earth" is the sa
me sovereign from whom is

derived all lawfully enforceable aut
hority in the United Kingdom.

Nevertheless, the Church of England 
is not the (or a) state churcn.

It is not an organ nor an aspect of 
the state, notwithstandinE tnat

the same Crown in Parliament makes b
oth the law of the Church of

England and the law of the United Ki
ngdom.

With the greatest possible respect t
o the Home Secretary, it

is an error to imagine that the Chur
ch of England and the state

which is the United Kingdom can (in 
his words) "work together to

rebuild moral standards and values". 
They can not, because their

"moral standards and values" are diff
erent in nature. They can

co-exist; and who shall deny that where there 
is co-existence thdre

may be reciprocal effect? But that reciprocal effect will not: -2e

co-operation, "working together".

The Church works in ways, the Church
 pursues purposes, and

the Church deals with aspects of hum
an nature, which are outside

the purview or comprehension of the 
state. The Church works, as

the state does not and can not, by w
ay of sacrament. Its nocAr

for instance, on marriage is acramental and is expressed under th,z-
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forms and in the ritual language of a sacrament. 7te Chwrct

pursues purposes which it is beyond the power of tte state to

pursue  or even to define, because tney belonE to a s;;tere

the state's weapons and implements are inoperative. The Churc:.

to meet humankind on that frontier where the state is perforce

obliged to halt - at the line between life and death, between

nature which denies immortality and naturevthich asserts it.

We in England, because of the sort of people that we have

been and perhaps still are, were able to achieve a unique expression

of this duality in human society. We ought not to blur or to

betray it. In the Church of England by law established we declare

that the nation is not merely secular but also spiritual. In the

Church of England we have the right and duty to declare that 

the state, as the nation's secular embodiment, and the Church, as

the nation's spiritual embodiment, are not of the same world.
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The Roman poet Horace once announced, as every schoolboy 

knows, that "if you drive out Nature with a fo k, she still keeps

coming back". He might have written "Nation" where he rote

"Nature" and he would still have been right.

Nation has come through a bad tatch these last thirty or

forty years. It has been confidently asserted, especially by

those who wantea the United aingdom to be amalgamatea with the

other nations of Western Europe into a singie political unit,

that the day of the nation was over - it was an out-of-date

concept. People who still talked about the nation were ridiculed

as if they had been discoursing about the mammoth or tle mastodon.

It was permissible to talk about nations only in the Thira Wor

where no doubt the phenomenon was a symptom of their backwardness.

Lately however the nation has made a come-tack. Peomle are

acknowledging that, regrettably or not, such things do still exist,

even in Europe. I felt that the reaction nan reached official

recognition when recently the British Home Secretary invited us

in so many words "to work together, church and state, to remuild

the moral standards and values which sh-ould form' aere it comes! -

"the sure foundati ns of a cotesive and united nation". So the

British - it is they whom the Home Secretary was talking about -

are not on y a nation but as such they ought to be "cohesive and

unitetd''. The moment I think has come for a definition. The Home 

Secretary cia not offer one, unless the words "cohesive and united"

implied one. So I have to offer wine, thou I have not checked

with ,he Hone Secretary. A na'r.ion, I would nay , consists of 

those who govern, or believe that they oupht to Lover , themselves

and who are not, or believe they , gover P d -on-

else. I am using the word "Tovern" in its naturl sense
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in which4Norwegians are not governed by the Swedes or vice vers..

the sense in which the Portuguese were not governed by the

Spaniards nor the Spaniards by the Portuguese between 1641 and

1986 when both countries acceded to the European Economic Community.

Now, all this is a subject upon which the Welsh have an

important word to say. Unlike the Scots, who united themselves

with the English nation, and unlike the inhabitants of Ireland,

to whose union with Great Britain only the people of the North

Eastern corner heartily consented, the Welsh were themselves

part of the process whereby England created the forms of governinF

itself and attained the self-consciousness to assert its total

111 and absolute nationhood. From that Process Wales and the Welsh 

cannot be disentangled without makin.P7 historical nonsense.

Speculate how you will a out the predisposing: causes - the natural

East-West communications, the endurin&, memory of Homan Britannia,

•

the underlying neolithic kinship which the numerically limited

invasions of the so-calleo Dark Ages did little to disturb - the

fact remains that by the 16th century at the latest the kin,4pm of

England was a nation and that nation comprehended

I had the privilege in Cardiff in 1979 of addressing the

wind-up rally of the No Campai.on in the referendum on devolution

which the Welsh electorate rejected the following day by a majority

of four to one. I had, and have, no doubt what they were sayin.

They were saying:"We will allow nobody to take the rest of our 

nation away from us; our claim and our right is nothinr less

than the whole of the Ynys rydain". Yet these same people who

assert that claim insist tenaciously upon two possessions not he

in common with anyone else. They feature in two lines o the

famous proehecy of Merlin:
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Eu iaith fe gadwant,

Eu tin fe collant -

ond Wyllt Walia.

The iaith and Ewylit Walia: they belong together, are in

a sense insepara:le. But let me speak of them separately.

can do so not in spite, but because, of the fact that you

have conferred the honour of making this proposition to your

Society tonight upon one who would need to travel back through

at least theee generations to succeed (which so far he has not

done) in finding Powell, Breese and Evans ancestors who still

lived in the principality. That same expatriate - how rarely the

word is used accurately! - felt obliged in early manhood to apply

himself to acquire the ability at least to read the Welsh language

and some awareness of the llenvddiaeth and barddoniaeth which place

it on a more than even footing with the other literary and poetic

languages of medieval Europe. There 15 something else too. When

that same individual crosses a line beyond which the hills, the

mountains, the rivers, the valleys bear names in Welsh, he imagines

it to be no mere fancy that his heart has grown lighter and his

spirits risen higher.

There lives in the British nation, not against it nor separate

from it nor strange to it, e to which

c'reTeieh g:ave the name of Welsh and which we know as the iaith

and the gwlad - the tongue arc tne iene. The pride of CelomcrinF-

to it, which men and women claim efter many Fenerations and across

thousands of miles of sea and contihent, is consistent with the

pride of nationhood, with the pride, of hein. British, of belonin

to the nation which is the United ini-dom of Great Britein ash

rt'nern



So this is the word which Wales has to say to Britain and

to the world. Do not imagine you can take a linguistic or still

less an ethnographic map, if such things exist, and thereby

organise humanity into neat, scientifically defined parcels,

which you will call nations. Lang.uage is one distinguishing mark

among men; but langua.e can be traded and t-ansferred. Culture

is another stinguishing mark; but rot all whose thoughts derive 

from Plate or Isaiah are brothers under the academic gown.

Geography is mighty; but man has learnt to defy and ignore

geography. None of those things makes a nation. What God and

the past have put into the hearts of men - that is what makesem_

nation ; for a nation consists of th se who think and feel that

they are so. One thing ,ore. nation consists of those who not 

only think and feel that they are so but who are ready to defy

ridicule, intimi,ation, danger and destruction to prove it.

That is something that can be said in Enw ish. It dan be said

yet more coently in Weis Q- mry am b'



Address by the Rt Hon. J. Enoch Powell MBE to the
Annual Luncheon of the Association of Engineering
Distributors at the Metropole Hotel, National
Exhibition Centre, Birmingham, on Wednesday,

17 February, 1988.

I recently encountered the following paragraph in an America
n

periodical:

"In the past nine years the Islamic Republic of Iran has

posed the most difficult of all foreign policy problems

for the United States - a problem usually confronted by

marriage counsellors rather than diplomats; for Iran is

the nation that the United States cannot live with and

cannot live without."

The concluding words struck me, quite frankly, as the

symptom of a current, almost manicdelusion, not confined to the

United States. What can it possibly mean to any sane person to 

say that Iran is "the nation" without which the United State
s

"cannot live"?

If there were a Saharan desert where Iran actually exists,

life in the USA would go on very much as at present: the United

States would certainly not cease to live. The pattern of American

trade might be slightly different; maybe more petroleum would be

extracted at home or purchased from other countries; but that

would be all. Supposing that the statement was intended to reiaue

to defence rather than economics, it would still be crazy: 
the 

USA does not rely on Iran to defend New York, Boston and San
 Fran-

cisco against invading enemies, whether Russian or trAphid. 
Mexico

or Canada could conceivably qualify; but Iran - !

You will wonder why 1 nave opened in this way an address to

distributors of British engineering products and equipment. 
Those

who devote their lives to a particular activity - such as en
gineering

distribution - commonly attain a high degree of skill and kno
wledge-

ableness about it, and are little prone to making vulgar mis
takes.

If it were not so, their competitors and customers would pre
tty soon
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put them out of business.
 For the affairs of the wo

rld around

them, on the other hand, 
they tend to have little 

thought or

reflection to spare, ano 
consequently to adopt wit

nout critical

examination whatever atti
tudes and opinions are cu

rrent and to

be influenced by those as
sumptions wherever they a

ppear relevant

to the conduct of their p
articular business. It may therefore

be of marginal benefit to
 them to be occasionally 

made aware of

what appalling nonsense i
s being talked and writte

n all around.

The delusion that Iran is
 "the nation which the Un

ited

es cannot live without" i
s by no means unique. In that same

quarter of the world the 
European Community is cal

ling for an

international conference 
to end the conflict betwe

en the state

of Israel and its neighbo
urs, a conflict about whi

ch the Community

went on record with a pub
lic opinion in 1980. Britain and America

are demading of Japan tha
t its payments shall bala

nce not just

A

with the outside world as
 a whole but with the USA

, the UK and

the European Community ea
ch separately.

and others like them

At the bottom of these manifestations/there
 lies a fatal

confusion between economi
cs and international rela

tions. It is

countries

indeed true that belliger
ent/can use economic weaponSagainst

one another: the one can attempt to st
arve the other into sub-

mission. But to do so is not merel
y a hostile act in itself

:

it necessitates the use o
f weapons of war. Iran and Iraq try co

destroy the vessels using
 each other's ports; Germany attempted

with submarines to preven
t the provisio-nliVf the Un

ited Kingdom.

To call that economic war
fare is little more infor

mative than so

to describe the s;tge of 
a town orAgarrison by milita

ry forces.

It is also true that the 
citizens of one country m

ay become

dependent upon imports fr
om another country or upo

n the sale of

their own products to ano
ther country. The inhabitants of

Lancashire sufferea sever
ely curing the American C

ivil War from
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inability to go on importing American cotton. Britain inflicted

grave hardship on the inhabitants of West Indian islands by

deciding to oblige its citizens to grow their own sugar or t
o buy

it in a dearer market. Yet the American Civil War was not an act

of hostility against Britain, nor was Britain's accession to
 the

European Community an act of hostility against the West Indi
es.

The consequences were incidental.

In a world in which individuals in one country are free to

exchange their goods and services with individuals in anothe
r,

some effects, however slight or untraceable, will accrue in every

country from all that happens anywhere else in the world. From
thought

that undoubted fact it has been/ admissible in the last forty

years to draw the deduction that there is a sort of national
 interest

which requires and authorises interference in the a:fairs of
 others

everywhere else in the world. Human history is littered with the

folly as well as the wickedness of government:5 and the conse
quences

of their folly have necessarily been felt beyond their own f
rontiers.

That makes it neither right nor prudent to attempt to correc
t such

behaviour by forcible intervention, even if we knew how.

The fallacies spawned by what is seen as economic interdepen
-

dence have been reinforced during the same period of forty y
ears

- • - • 8.18o
by a different sort of doctrine/pointing to the same duty of

universal interference. This doctrine, it must be admitted, has

close connections with the nature and philosophy of the Amer
ican

state.  ItinoUlcates the right and duty to attempt to

prevent not only the folly of other governments but their wi
ckedness.

The implicit moral code has to be the moral code of those wh
o

intervene; they are seeking to give general 

effect to those rules of conduct - and, by extension, those 
forms

A

of government - with which they are themselves familiar and 
which

they therefore treat as the norm. The United States not only knows

how every nation under tne sun ought to be governed, It deduces
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from its knowledge the ri
ght and duty to use any m

eans calculated

to secure the adoption an
d maintenance of that for

m of government

everywhere else. The American word for it 
is "democracy",because

that is the category in w
hichare classified the co

nstitution ana

society of the United Sta
tes and which consequentl

y is to be

assumed or enforced on th
e part of its allies and of those whose

territories it considers 
necessary to its mission 

of universal

interference.

There are two other ingre
dients in this heady brew

,which

all who occupy the politi
cal stage have been requi

red to imbibe .

The two ingredients are p
ower and fear.

The efforts which resulte
d in the victory of Ameri

ca and her

allies and the unconditio
nal surrender of her enem

ies in 1945

promoted a sense of omnip
otence - of unlimited cap

ability to

inter. fere effectively an
ywhere on the globe. It was a sensation

which Britain had experie
nced at the height of her

 naval empire;

but in her case it had be
en strictly limited by th

e condition of

maritime access. Even that limitation seem
ed after the Second

World War to have been an
nulled in the case of the

 United States

by the development of air
 power, with its illusory

 appearance of

unrestricted operation ac
ross continents as well a

s oceans.

Paradoxically, the correl
ative of power is fear. 

The nation

which felt omnipotent and
 omnipresent was also a n

ation which

felt vulnerable - afraid 
of its moral opposite , to which it

allocated the category of
 "communist", a category 

as elastic and

devoid of common content 
as "democracy". The world had become a

Manichaean universe divid
ed between good and evil,

 the evil con-

stantly poised to encroac
h upon the good in a no m

an's land

encircling the globe, whe
re the good was duty-boun

d to confront

it - that is to say, to i
nterfere. Thus for a whole generati

on

the false imperative of u
biquitous interference%wh

ich derived
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from a misapprehension of economic interdependence Was
of

elevated into a dogma of moral duty and self-preservation to

the point where Iran could be seen as "the nation that the Unitec:

States cannot live with and cannot live without".

It is not your affair as businessmen or industrialists to

spend your lives tilting at windmills which turn out to be giants

or at giants which turn out to be windmills. Yet it cannot be

utterly indifferent to you if those who deal with you under the

guise of government are the victims and propagators of a pervasive

delusion about the world to which ordinary people relate the

aspirations of their workaday lives.

It is worth while to recognise those delusions for what they

are. They will not last forever. In a year when the United States

is reducing its interference in Central America at the same time

as Russia is terminating its interference in Afghanistan, a

watcher of the skies may be forgiven if he thinks he sees some

streaks of dawn and hails, perhaps prematurely, the  signs  of a

saner and more rational interpretation of our world than the one

we have been forced to live with for over forty years.

•



Speech by the Rt Hon. J. Enoch Powell, hE, 
to the

Dunmurry Branch of the Lagan Valley Unionis
t

Association at 8 p.m., Thursday, 21st January 198'

It is my impression that, whatever else has
 happened or not

happened in the last two or three years, ma
ny more of the peopie of

Ulster have learnt to break the code in whi
ch their future is being

ded. Once you break that code, you can read some
 quite interes-

tinE messages.

There was for instance that .eenerous tribut
e paid to a murdered

member of the UDA by the Roman Catholic pr
imate. When a cardinal

lifts up his voice to praise a member of a
 paramilitary organisation

for the contribution which he has made to 
'politidal pizogress" in

the province, the message is worth decoein.
 Cf course "progress"

is itself a coaeword. For the Cardinal "progress" means movement

towards a united Ireland. So we learn what in his opinion - and he

ought to know, because he has a direct lin
e to the eorthern Ireland

Office - has been going on in certain quarters ana what was its

objective.

Then there was the spate of encoded sianai
s traffic which

followed the mass murder at Enniskillen on 
Remembrance Day. What

helps a cryptographer to break a code is the recurrence of the s
ame

words or groups of letters. There have been two recurrent groups

in the post-Enniskillen traffic. One was "forgiveness". The other

was "reconciliation". To elicit their plain language meaning one

has only to ask a few questions. Who is to be forgiven? Presumably

those who committed the outrage. So ought there to be no attempt to

discover and bring them to justice: if the answer is that of

course there ought to be, then further one
 enquires. ought they,

if charged, to de tried and, if duly found
 guilty, to be punished?

Surely so. What then does the word "forgiveness- mean
? If it means

anything, it means amnesty - in certain ci
rcumstances, no doubt,

but still amnesty.

I t us now take the other codewora, "recon
ciliation-, without

which the clergy and other tribes would no
wadays scarcely be able
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4I/to open their mouths. Who is to be "reconciled? ,e

answer is implied and often stated: the politicians and political

parties ought to be reconciled. So, applying the exhortation to

Thatcher and Kinnock, they ought to shut up about their differences

and form a single, "reconciled" government. Is that what the bishops,

the moderators, the ministers, the writers of editorials mean? No,

sir, it is not: they would be horrified at the dishonesty of such

behaviour between Thatcher and Kinnock, worse even than the corrupt

coalition between Fox and North in 1783. Thatcher and Kinnock stand,

and were elected to stand, for incompatible and irreconcilable thing
s.

"No, no", retort the reconcilers, ° we arc only talking about

Northern Ireland". Very well; but the matters on which Thatcher and

Kinnock differ are no more incompatible and irreconcilable than the

difference between Northern Ireland part of the United Kingdom and

Northern Ireland part of an all-Ireland state, which are the profess
ed

objectives of those politicians in the province who the reconcilers

demand shall get themselves 'reconciled . One further point:

Northern Ireland actually is at the moment part of the United- I do not say real reconciliation,
Kingdom. If there were to be reconciliation/ which is logically

impossible,- but an alteration that could be incorrectly described a
s

a reconciliation- in what direction would the alteration be? It

could only be movement designed to lead, and seen to be designed to

lead, to the incompatible opposite, a Northern Ireland in an all-

Ireland state. So "reconciliation", the co&:word of the scribblers

and the clergy, turns out to be a synonym of "progress , the codewor
d

of the Roman Catholic Cardinal.

This unables us to crack another innocent-looking codeword

. (By the way, the usefulness of political codewords is that

th(::y not only conceal the true meaning but disarm criticism: who is

against "forgiveness"? what is wrong with "reconciliation? what is

mon:: unreasonable than not to "talk"?) Of course it depends what is

talked about. If what is to be talked about is how best to confirm

the present status of Northern Ireland, for examples by treating th
e
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province exactly like Great Britian and its 
inhabitants, well and

good, so far as I am concerned. But any politician desirous of

Northern Ireland becoming part of an all-Irel
and state who had any-

thing to do with such "talks" would be a dec
eiver and a humbug.

Conversely, any Unionist politician would be 
a deceiver and a humbug

who piomoted or held "talks" of which the perceived and intended

purpose was an eventual all-Ireland state. 
Why, may I ask, does

HMG not engage with the Argentine in "talks"
 about the Falkland

Islands, talks about "reconciliation", talks
 about "progress"? You

know the answer without my telling you.

If it seems that what I have said is too har
sh, too absolute,

I will make a fair offer. Those who want "talks" must know why they

want ° talks"; that is, they must know what they would like
 to see

result from the "talks". It is no us- saying that one never knows

what the result of talks will be. One only desire, or accepts "talks'

b cause one wants a particular result and in
tends to get it.

I will put my own cards on the tablez I want to see Northern

Ireland and its people governed in all respe
cts - local government,

legislation, the lot - like the rest of the 
United Kingdom. If that

is what "talks" are to be about, "talks" let
 there be. Now, nothing

in the world prevents those who call for "ta
lks" and abuse the

ce,oliticians for not engaging in them - yes, 
not only those who call

for "talks" but their contacts in the Northe
rn Ireland Office, who

put them up to doing so - from stating with 
equal clarity what

results they hope and wish to see. I ask for no more than can be

stated on half a sheet of notepaper - as the
 result hoped and expected

from talks between the Russians and the Amer
icans has been stated.

Here then is my offer. Let us first see the obj ctives publicly

stated, one, two, three. Then neither the public nor any section of

it nor those who elected some of these people will be deceive
d. If

they will not come clean, then they stand co
nvicted as humbugs,

deceivers and co-conspirators with thosd who
 arc working to take

Ulster out of the United Kingdom.
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"laiks" and "reconciTiation" are associated with another code-

word. Ine coaeword is "understanding". The politicians, so it is

said by the communicators, must "talk", so that they can ° understan

one another and thus become "reconciled . There is no misunderstand-

ing at ali between those who want Northern Ireland to continue part of

the Uhfted Kingdom and those who do not. Jim Molyneaux and John Hume

understand one another perfectly well. Why should they not? They

are both Members of Parliament, and there is nothing like sitting in

the House of Commons a foot or two away from someone else for getting

to uneerstand.him. The better one understands a political opponent,

the clearer are the reasons for opposing him. I do assure you that

mrs Thatcher and Mr Kinnock underStand one another thoroughly. They

*understand one another only too well.

Yet the plea for "understanding" is not mere nonsense. It is

code. When de-coded, it means that one politician must acknowledge

as valid the objectives of the other politician. ik)w, if John Hume is

going to see the light and admit that a province where sixteen con-

3 tituencies out of seventeen decide to return Members to sit in the

Westminster Parliament is fully part of the United Kingdom and

entitled so to remain, I personally have no objection. but believe

me, that is not what those who chatter about "understanding" intend.

They intend the opposite. They want agreement to Ulster being tahen

somewhere that Ulster has voted not to go.

411 So the encoded message to unionists is the same, however you

examine it. The message is: start moving, start giving in, start

organising the betrayal of tnose wnom you were elected to represent.

There is a sinister side to the exhortation. The te—A, of the sermon,

you remember, was a terrorist outrage. It was delivered over the very

bodies of those murdered. "Get talking , it said, t reconciled, 

understand one another - or else'. Or else what? Or else tt2rrorism

will go on.

Now, the folk who broadcast these messages arc not so stupid as

to imagine that if John Hume, Ian Paisley, Jim Molyneaux and Uncle
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.4I0Tom Cobley shook hands tomorrow on constitutional arrangements

calculated to lead to a united Ireland, the IRA would announce:

"O.K., boys; that's it: hand in your arms and explosives; the

war s over". Not a bit of it. The encoded message is a menace. It

says:"get moving, or this order will be underlined aE,ain by terrorist

murder Remember Brighton". No doubt the Ireland which the IRA wanth 

is not the Ireland for which the Northern Ireland Office is working.

That does not prevent the IRA from helping itself by playing the gam'

of the NIO.
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Deut. 34.4. Ana the Lord said unto Moses, This is the
land which I sware unto Abraham, unto Isaac and unto
Jacob, saying, I will give it unto thy seed. I have
caused thee to see it with thine eyes, but thou shalt
not go over thither.

It is a common experience that a man sees a vision and strives

to realise it, but that his striving seems to end in utter failure

and his vision to be refuted in his own lifetime by events. Only

afterwards, and sometimes long afterwards, do others perceive that

his insight and his striving were not in vain. "Who knows", they

then say, "if, but for the life and labours of that man, we might

today be lacking one of our most precious possessions?" It is given

to men to have a true insight; it is not given to men to be able

to cause that insight to prevail, nor even to foresee in what

circumstances it will one day do so.

William Laud, Archbishop of Canterbury, did not have the

temperament of an astute statesman; he did not have a gift or the

disposition to distinguish between the practicable and the imprac-

ticable or to discern the methods for realising the practicable.

Like his sovereign, to whom he bore a certain temperamental

resemblance, he was not apt to recognise the signs of the times

or to accommodate himself to them. It would be difficult to find

in the length and breadth of England today a church of the Church

I/1 of England that does not bear witness to the thought3and actions

of Archbishop Laud. Yet if anyone had predicted that to him :when ne

went to his death on this day three hundred and forty-three years

ago, he would have scouted it as deluded fantasy.

Early in his life Laud laid hold of two great truths. He

understood that there is no religion without ritual; and ne

stood that at the heart of all religion is awe. In the fifty years

before William Laud was born, the English had achieved an apparent

impossibility. They had transposed into English the liturgy of the

Catholic Church and substituted a native authority for it in Enland
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instead of a foreign one. Moreover they had done this without

excluding from the Church of England as by law 
established any tut

the extremes of submissiveness to Rome or asser
tion of private

judgement.

They did not do this by a logical or theologica
l achievement.

They did it by a kind of compromise and tolera
nce wholly character-

istic of the English. On the interpretation of the sacrament, that

great divide between Catholic and Protestant, 
between individual and

individual, Queen Elizabeth I, having enshrined
 both opinions in

single formula, gave instructions on the matter
 of ceremony in the

following words: "in the ordering thereof, saving for an uniform
ity,

there seemeth no matter of great moment, so th
e sacrament be duly

1.-and reverently administered". It is a sentence upon which Laud's

lifelong endeavour might be taken to be a comm
entary. He perceived

that there cannot be sincere mutual toleration 
of belief without

uniformity - the paradox that uniformity of li
turgy is the key to

toleration - and he devoted himself to realisin
g in practice those

two all-important adjectives, "duly and reverently". "I have left

no stone unturned", he once wrote)"in my effort
s to prevent the

public discussion of these intricate and thorny
 problems, lest,

while pretending zeal for truth, we should off
end against religion

and charity. I have ever counselled moderation, lest turbule
nt

--

spirits with no real care for religion should 
set the world at odds.'

There is a significant stress in that passage 
upon the word

"religion", as meaning the doing, saying and s
inEing things together

in a certain way in a certain place. Upon the way and the place

Laud by precept and example placed an emphasis 
which proved lasting.

One of the more hopeful features of our own ti
me is the widespread

love and care for churches as buildings. Laud inculcated it to the

full, enjoining repair, restoration ard beautif
ication. As 3 sno

of London he contended in his cathedral agains
t conditions in which

a person brought up for urinating in St Paul's
 could plead that
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"he did not realise the placews a church".

On becoming Archbishop Laud replaced in his chapel at Lambeth

Palace the stained glass windows made 150 years earlier for Cardinal

Morton, and his influence, as far as he could make it permeate with

the King's support, was directed throughout England to retrieving

the churches from the shocking degradation into which they had

generally been allowed to fall. In this he was dealing with the

consequences of that massive alienation of church property and

revenues which had been going on since the gentry and nobility

profited by the spoliation of the latter years of Henry VIII and

the reign of Edward VI. At a time when in Lincoln the copes and

other vestments were embezzled and alehouses, hounds and swine

"kept in the churchyard, very indecently", it was an Augean Stab

that Laud with inadequate resources and su,'port set himself to

cleanse.

We are apt to visit the spoliation of the churches which the

Middle Ages bequeathed to England upon the deeds of Cromwell and

the Commonwealth. It is salutary to remember how far dilapidation

and desecration had advanced before the Civil viar and to realise

how important for the reaction which was to take place after the

Restoration must have been the exemplary ideal held up to [he Church
a

and the country by Archbishop Laud in the 1630's.

Laud exemplified another thoroughly AnL.lican characteristic

in a side of him not to be the less extolled by one from CambridLe

because it was almost exclusively exhibited in favour of Oxford,

the university which held Laud's enthusiastic loyalty throughout his

life. That characteristic is dedication to scholarship and good

learning. Laud knew no oriental lanp7uage, not even Hebrew; but he 

went to immense trouble and expense to secure for England and for

Oxford a wealth of documentary material while it was still avail-ble

and to provide for its study, elucidation and teaching. The Church

of England, in no fundamentalist or pedantic spirit, claims to lo,ind
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its doctrine upon scripture. It has never hesitated to assert

the inference that the more and better the Scriptures and the ton:z,ues

in which they were written are studied, the firmer in the long run

that foundation will be.

The Church of England to which William Laud bequeathed the

legacy of his endeavours has not in retrospect been an unchanging

church. On the contrary its perceptions of the world and the world's

perceptions of it have altered beyond recognition between one period

and the next.. As one age succeeded another the truths for which 

Laud lived and died have been differently viewed. LWe today would

recognise in the baroque institution of the hundred years after
111 the Restoration very much of the discipline and ordered conform', 

which Laud sought but not so much of the element of reverence anc

awe which he equally emphasised. Then came a time when the catholic

inheritance of the Church of England was rediscovered with astonish-

ment and explored with delighted enthusiasm. No wonder if the

Tractarian and Anglo-Catholic movements of the 19th century acclaimed

in Laud someone who anticipated their purposes and had helped to

preserve their patrimony. They were not mistaken; but their

discoveries and their enthusiasms have been left behind by a church

which in the later 20th century is threatened by new perils in an

alter-e-d-inteIleCtuai-envirOnMen-t. We find ourselves contempiatin

Laud's vision with different eyes,.

The human sciences have altered our understanding

of religion more profoundly than the truth of it was ever challenged

by the physical sciences. The words, the actions, the place, the

manner of our worship stand in a new and unexplained relation wit

human life. Do we believe what we believe because it is true, or

is what we believe true because we believe it?

In this shifting world of relativities, we turn with a new 

curiosity and a renewed appreciation to those like Laud who preserve

for us the form wherein is the reality. 1Iitime sos nor. our
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nor would he have understood what he in his time cid for us in

ours. But that is the nature of human giving and of the service

which, intending but not understanding, a man can do for his fellows.



Speech bY the Rt Hon. J. Enoch Powell, MBE, to the
Ballymoney and Moyle Unionist Association, at the
Town Hall, Ballymoney, Co. Antrim, at 8
Wednesday, 6th January 1988.

Nineteen-eighty-seven was the year in which the map of Europe

began to be re-drawn. Ulster, as well as Great Britain, is on

that map; and the future of Ulster in particular, as well as of

the United Kingdom in general, will be affected deeply - and there

is reason to hope, beneficially - by the re-drawing. I make no

apology, as 1988 opens, for drawing attention hare in North Antrim

to that wider scene which has begun to shift so fundamentally.

For forty years and more Europe has been frozen into an un-

410natural shape and one which defies alike its geography and its
history. It has been divided from top to bottom by a hard and fast

line, separating military alliances which are mutually perceived

as threatening aggression. The middle part of that line is the

most unnatural division of all, the division of East and West

Germany, a division which, you are not too frequently reminded,

it is still the official, committed policy of the United Kingdom to

seek to eliminate. L.E: line may be compared to those seismic faults

which in geology mark areas of instability and potential catas-

 

trophe.

Two separate causes have created and maintained this situation.

• The cause which created it was the war aim of unconditional surren-

40der, which the Americans brought with them into World War II. This

prevented the German war from being terminated, as the Napoleonic

wan;had been terminated, in a manner which held out the prospect of

stability in Europe. It also accorded to Russia/disproportionate

role in the European settlement.

The cause which has maintaine this unnatural state of affairs

down to the present is different, though also bound up with American

involvement. For the last forty years, the hations of Western

Europe have professed to believc, and have based their defnce anc

foreign policies upon the profession, that the invasion of W(st rn ,
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Northern and Southern Europe  by  the superior forces of the Soviet

Union is only prevented by the ability and the will of the United

States to resort to the use of long-range nuclear wfeapons if such

an invasion were attempted.

That belief, which has at no time been unassailable, came

crashing to the ground in 1967. Lts fall from the pedestal is what

has made the re-drawing of the map of Europe possible, and in the

long run inevitable. The nations of Western Europe, who are now

bidding farewell to those American intermediate-ranp:e nuclear

missilcs which they had proclaimed to be the indispensable "coupling"

.of America to their defence, are rubbing their eyes like those who

*have started out of a trance. The certainties, the axioms, by which

they had been constrained for forty years have dissolved, and with

them the imperatives which they had seen themselves ')blige. to 

obey. Amongst thes the one most relevant to the United Kingdom

was the imperative of a4)olitically and militarily monolithic

Western Europe, which was implicit in a peace supposed to hang upon

the nuclear trigger. It is valid no longer in a Europe once more

prepared to look at -,ne size and location of so-called conventional

military forces. For Britain this alteration of focus is fundamental_

For a group of offshore islands to be linked .i-„r1the adjacent

mainland in a large political and military bloc makes no sense at

'all and never has done. The island nation's interest and self-

 

dlassertion - I avoid using the term "freedom , which has become so

first and foremost
debased in the pc,litical vocabulary - ddpcnd on maintining a counter-

bala?.ce against any power that might use the adjacent seaboard as

a base from which to dominate it, and secondly upon allowing no

power to threaten its access to the outside world across the oceans

and the skies. Britain's interest in the balance of power on the

Continent is shared by the only other European state which, though

immensely differ nt from us in character, in situation and in the

elemnts of its defence, has proved historically impregnable. That

state is Russia. It is not accidental that in the last three con-
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flicts threatening Britain's survil.n1 our 
antagonist was foiled

by the existence and the strength of Russia, nor have the ge
o-

political reasons why this was so changed t
heir nature. The biggest

event that happened in 1987 was the mutual 
recognition by Britain

and Russia of their common interest. That common interest is to

ensure that whatever changes in Europe's po
li'c.ical pattern lic 

ahead take place within a balance of power 
which gwarantees the

safety of both Britain and Russia and prese
rves the peace. To the

peace of Europe there arc two keys. Ihose keys are Russia and 

Britain.

 

• We should be mistaken if we imaginee that, 
vi wing from the

Eastern side the scene we read from our Wes
tern standpoint, the

leaders of Russia arc not intensely concern
ed over future develop-

ments in Central Europe. The nation which is struggling to escape

from its entanglement in Afghanistan also f
aces the appalling

ehalienges of a multi-national and multi-ra
cial federation and

can never forget, lyi beyond its Asian territory, the unknown,

unexhausted potentialities of China. We British are not overly

given to placing ouroelves imaginatively in
 the circumstances of

others. An island nation is ill-equipped anyhow to 
envisage what

it is like to have three sea coasts separat
ed by strange and

potentially hostile contints. But at least we ought to make the

attempt, from which we have held ourselves 
to be excused during

411
East and West, dark and light, evil and goo

d.

itself
Central Europe/we have allowed ourselves to

 treat as

non-existent, thanks to the iron Curtain. 
Central Europe neverthe-

less exists. When reconstruction of the map of Europe ta
kes place,

there must be accommodated in it, as there always has been, a

central European entity. The division of Central Europe, like

the division of Germany, is something which
 the leaders of Russia

arc also contemplating attentively. We would be ;wise to do 5o tco,

if we are to begin to understand the percep
tions of those with whom

the last forty years by living in the ganic
haean myth-world of
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we will have to share responsibility for the peace and sta
bility of

Europe.

You may be feeling by now that I have taken you a very lon
g way

from North Antrim. I do assure you that I have not. The counterpart

to the Soviet Union in the emerging balance in Europe of w
hich I

have been speaking is logically not exactly Britain nor the United

Kingdom. It is what a remarkable phrase used by the Prime Minister

in 1980 after a meeting with the Irish premier denoted as 
"the

totality of these islands“. In short, it is what we call the

British Isles.

Relations between the United Kingdom and the Irfsh -Republi
c --• have been disastrously mishandled in the last 20 years. The

strategists of the Western military bloc attempted to secu
re a foot-,

hold in the Irish Republic by offering up Northern Ireland
 on a plate

like the head of John the Baptist. In this two gross miscalculations

were involved. One was to suppose that the British government would

be able to coax or trick the inhabitants of Ulster into su
rrendering

their status as an integral part of the U.K. The other miscalcula-

tion was tc suppose that Irish neutrality could be bought 
out anyhow,

let alone by a deal which the people of the Irish Republic
 do not

really want and do not believe to be available.

In order for Britain to play its destined role in the Euro
pean

- • balance of power it is not necessary that the Irish Republ
ic should

be absorbed along with Britain into a Western military blo
c which

will become increasingly obsolete as the implications of t
he nuclear

re-assessment work their way to the surface. what is necessary is

that there should be mutual comprehension between Britain and the

Republic upon a realistic and lasting basis in an atmosphe
re no

longer poisoned by the misconceptions of the last 20 years.

An agreement purporting to be Anglo-Irish was made between
 the

two countries in 1985. Unfortunately it beliec, its name. It was

ruined by the attempt to build into it a system for survei
llance by

one nation over the governance of a particular part of the
 other
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nation. There was no reciprocity. In terms which the Prime

Minister used recently when the Republic qualified its ratification

of the European Convention Against Terrorism, the Anglo-Irish

Agreement was "discriminatory". It need not h;,-.ve been. It should

not have been. In the changing European scene,where in 1988 the

United Kingdom is called to resume its historic place, both the

opportunity and the incentive exist to change the Anglo-Irish

Agreement into an instrument of mutual understanding instead of

irritation, recrimination and danger.
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JOSEPH CHAmBERLAIN AND THE UNION

In the latter half of 1885, when Gladstone discovered that in

the new parliament he would have no majority without the vote
s of

Parnell's party, he decided to introduce a measure of home ru
ie for

Ireland. He failed however to give adequate attention to a certain

loEical problem which home rule - or devolution, as we call i
t now-

adays - would raise. It was the question wite which joseph

Chamberlain, a member of his Cabinet, was to confront him whe
n he

first adumbrated his proposals before his colleagues in March
 1886.

"how", enquired Chamberlain, "will Ireland thereafter be repr
esented

in the Parliament of the United Kingdom?"

Now, there are three possible answers to that question; and

Gladstone was to try each of them before he was finished. The first

answer is the one which he gave to Chamberlain in March 1886:

'Ireland will not be represented in Parliament at all". "In that

case° , observed Chamaerlain irrefutably, "Ireland will have ceased

to be part of the United Kingdom, the Union will have been di
ssolved

and the nation broken up". He thereupon gathered his papers together,

left the room and resigned, an event of which the reverberati
ons

were to be felt throughout British politics for a century.

Gladstone subsequently swung to the opposite alternative answ
er,

and proposed that Ireland should continue to be represented i
n

ParlThment as it had been theretofore. That however was impossible,

because then the Irish members would be helping to decide for
 the

rest of the country questions which in Ireland in their own c
on-

stituencies were determined by a local assembly in Dublin. Gladstone

wrigeled. There would, said he, have to be either a self-denying

ordinance on the part of the Irish members to absent themselv
es

from the house of Commons when matters devolved in Ireland t
o an

Irish assembly were being debated, or there would have to be legis-
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lotion actually to prohibit their participation. This was no

answer at all - and for three distinct reasons. First, it would

be a destruction of the House of Commons if a hundred of its members

were to become second-class citizens, participating occasionally

and rushing in and out, summoned perhaps by a special bell, as the

House moved from ono item to another on the Order Paper. Secondly

nearly all subjects affect all other subjects. In particular all

have financial consequences for the public expenditure and taxation

of the whole country. It would therefore be impossible to draw a

hard and fast line between the subjects on which Irish members

would be excluded from the chamber and the lobbies and those on

which they would be admitted. Thirdly, and worst of all, Gladstone's

own political purpose would be (]efeated, because votes of confidence

could be carried against him on subjects where Parnell and Co. were

precluded from voting.

There might appear to be no further alternative answer to

Joseph Chamberlain's yes-or-no question. Nor logically can there

be. But when the English are in hot pursuit of their political

interests, a little thing like the inherent impossibility of what

they profess to intend has never been known to stop them. Accord-

ingly in due course Gladstone, and Lloyd George after him, produced

yet a third answer, which met none of the logical difficulties but

which a Liberal Party backed by Irish votes voted through the House

of Commons and imposed on the House of Lords in 1912-14. This third

answer was as follows: split the difference; let the representation

of Ireland in the House of Commons continue but let it be reduced

by a third or a half. To the meanest intelligence it would be plain

that this merely reduces the scale of the conundrum but does nothing

/INP to solve it. //It might sometimes appear to the uncharitable that 

politicians will never learn. Not so. The foregoing logic is now

perfectly understood by all politicians at Westminster. That is why

the Government has set its face like flint against Scottish home rule,

while the Opposition feel free to advocate j.t as loni„ as they can
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hope to pick up votes without the risk of having to frame legislatie•

themselves. A home rule Ireland with 46 members at Westminster was

never put to the test of practice, because the electors of twenty-f

of the thirty-two Irish counties seceded from the United Kingdom

altogether at the Genreal Election of Decmcber 1918. Nevertheless,

the British government, desperate for political and strategic reasons

not to recognise the reelity of an Irish Free State as an independent

nation but to create what it fancied would be an Irish ijominion or

the Canadian model, proceeded to re-enact the non-starter home rule
Southern Ireland and Northern Ireland,

of Gladstone and Lloyd George in two halves,/,lith the same respective

representation at liestminster.

Se far as Southern Ireland was concerned, its people firmly

told britain where to put the contraption. So all that was left

was the 'one little nigger boy" of Northern Ireland, which continued

to defy constitutional logic for half a century. That did not mean

thp.t contitlitir)nal logic had ceased to exist or that the conundrum

had been solved. It only meant that the House of Commons was pre-

pared with some grumbling to tolerate an anomaly which had been re-

duced to the minute, though still occasionally significant, dimensions

of a permanent nett addition of eight votes to the Conservative

Party. Even so, Lloyd George tried in 1921 to bully James Craig into

removing his thirteen MPs from Westminster to Dublin. But that is

part of another story. In fact the anomaly was only accepted because

Northern Ireland was regarded as ho mote than provisionally a

part of the United Kingdom. Witness the long-running endeavour of

the british Foreign Office, intensified in the middle of the 1960's,

to lever Ulster out of the United Kingdom altogether.

Turning however from that distasteful and tragic episoae, we

may distil from the history of Irish home rule the logical maxim

which Joseph Chamberlain understood in 1886 and which -,[argaret

Thatcher understands in 1988 - provided always rshat one is talkille

about Scotland. The maxim runs as follows. There cannot be home rule

in any substantial part of a unitary parliamentary state: it is,
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by definition, "not on". The axiom, be it underlined, applies only

to a unitary state such as the United Kingdom is. It obviously

does not apply to a federal state, where federal matters 
are the

concern of a federal parliament and provincial matters th
e concern

of provincial parliaments. So lonE as all the provinces have

identical powers and constitutions, the reprsentation of their

electorates in the federal parliament creates no conumdrum or

contradiction at all.

This is where Joseph Chamberlain comes back into our pict
ure

again. He understood very clearly the nature of federalism and i
ts

compatibility with (what is only another name for it) Tho
me rule

all round". It was not until the 18BO's and 1890s that Great

Britain was given a systa'm of democratic local government
, whereby

the administrati:n of laws passed and policies approved

PaniAament was devolved thrughout the country to locally elected

bodies. Chamberlain was a strong advocate of local government bei
n

extended to Ireland, which indeed was done by Conservativ
e govern-

ments with the support of Chamberlain and his Liberal Uni
onist

followers.

Where Chamberlain was mistaken was in his belief that loc
al

government can be a substitute for recognition of the wil
l to

political independence: that is somethinE which local democratic

administration of the laws of a unitary state can never b
e.

Chamberlain, however, fell into a much larger error, whic
h ov r-

shadowed the last twenty years of his life. Firmly grasping the

a
impossibility of combining the unity ofth/ whole wit

h self-government

of the parts except in a federation, he aapired to restor
e imperial

unity to the self-governing countries of the British Empi
re by

erecting a federal structure that would comprehend both t
he mother

country and the colonies. Even if the Empire had comprised only

countries of British origin and British loyalty, the noti
on wauld

still have been chimerical: the colonies were bent upon total

sovereignty, external as well as internal, and had no mor
e will
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than the United Kingdom itself to envisage, however distantly,

an imperial parliament and government, to which all would be sub-

ordinate. Chamberlain's attempt to m:ve in that direction by moans

of a common tariff regime, like that which had assisted the con-

vorsion of the German principalities into the. -mpire of the

dohenzellerns, was a wildgoosc chase, which continued to cause

confusion long after his death.

Another spectre which arose out of the fog of the Irish

question in the 19th century was to haunt the Liberal Party down

the ydars, though Chamberlain himself, with his imperial preoccupa-

tions, had little patience with it. It w..as the ghost of 'llome rule

all rc'ind', the idea of converting the Unitdd Kindem into a federal

country, within which Scotland and Wales and Ireland (or what was

left of it) could be self-gverning states. This too, though it

occasionally still haunts the corridors el' Westminster when devolu-

tion for Scotland or Wales is being debated, is a chimera. England

is four-fifths of the United Kingdom. solf-geverning England in

federal Britain would be a monstrosity. Even a Britain which

has been persuaded to subordinate/Parliament to the European

Community and the European Court of Human Rights is not going te

dismantle Parliament in order to establish a federal debating

society on fer-ign affairs and defence plus four now Parliaments

at Birmingham, Edinburgh, Cardiff and Belfast

Ulster is indebted to my former colleague, the Revd. Martin

Smyth, for blowing away the cobwebs from this subject and reminding

thode who romance about Ulster home rule that they are talking

either about a federal Britain, which does not and will not exist,

or about ending the Union of Northern Ir-land with Great Britain.

That is what Chamberlain told Gladstone in 1886 Whatever else has 

changed in the intervening century, the logic of it has not. So

why coos HMG, which understands that logic and declines te defy it

in Wales or Scotland, proclaim homd rule as its objdctive in
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Uistir
'Worthern Ireland, and re.fuso to restore t

a f the lai c,verhmont

which it used to have? It is not because HMG is stupid. It is

because HMG wishes tG be s-en, by those elsdwhere, if not by

those in Ulster, to intend the logical censoque
nce - in other,

words, to be making progress towards recAoving -orth-rn Ireland

fr m the Union. In tnis, at which tho iorther'n Ireland Office

toils unremittingly, if unscrupulously, her majesty s Government

is at one with Gladstone and Lloyd Georg . Whatever else Joseph

Chamberlain was wrong about,ho is as riEht today ab-ut the meaning

of home rule as he was a hundred years ago


